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PREFACE

This report'is one of a series of reviews of research literature conducted
in response to the pkiority concerns of clients of the Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory and of educators nationally. Each of these reports
addresses a topic which is deelied to have an impact, actual or potential, on
schodl effectiveness. All of the reports have been generated using the same
general approach and a common reporting format.

Originally developed for a project supported by the Alaska Department of
Education, the review process begins-with a topical literature search ueing
both computer-based ERIC,and,tonventional library methods. Articles and other
documents found are analyzed and abstracted into a brief form calledyan Item

Report. Each of the items is then judged against a set of pre-established
criteria and ranked on a five-point scale. The collection of Item Reports is
then examined for purposes of identifying issues. These issues are stated in

the form of a hypotheses. Each hypothesis thus generated becomes the subject
of a Decision Display. A Decision Display is created by sorting the Item
Reports into those which support and negate the hypothesis, are inconclusive,
are badly flawed, or are irrelevant. One or More Decision Displays are
generated for each topic addressed. A, Summary,Report is then generated from
the consideration of the Decision Displays and the file of Item Reports.
Thus, each complete report in the Series consists of a Summary Report which is
backed up by one or more Decision Displays which in turn are supported by a
file of Item Reports. This format was'designed to accommodate those readers
who might wish to delve into various depths of detail.

This report is not intended to represent the "final word" on the topic
considered. Rather},Jit represents the analysis of a particular collection of
research documents atithis time. There may be other documents that were not
found because of time or other limiations. There may be new research

published tomorrow. This present report represents our best judgment of
available information at this time. This format allows for modification and
re-analysis as new information becomes available or old information is

re-interpreted.

For a more complete description of the analysis process see
William G. Savard, Procedures for Research on School Effectiveness Project,
Audit and Evaluation Prograt, Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory,
December 10, 1980.
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Introduction

The ability to understand mathematical concepts and apply mathematical

skills is basic to functioning effectively in School, working life and

personal life. Likewise, comprehension of the principles of scientific

inquiry

1
an-important aspect of clear reasoning and critical thinking

generally, aa wy41 as being essential grounding for pursuing any sort of

scientific or technical career training. General agreeiedt about the

importance of these 5kills--4ncluding recognition of how seriously an

individual in impaired if he or she does not posSess them--lies behind mUch of

the current concern about effective instruction in basic skills at the

elementary school level.

Students clearly require a strong beginning curriculum and highl-quality

teaching at the primary level if they are to become capable mathemaircians and

critical, "scientific thinkers. Recognizing this need, researchers have

directed considerable effort toward investigating strategies and approacties

for introducing math and science content to primary-age children and building

on that introduction through the primary years. Much of what we know about

educating primary level children has emerged from mandated evaluations and

other investigations of federally funded programs for beginning learners.

1



While not all areas of contention have beenresolved, the large volume of

research conducted with primary level children does enableus to araw.some

reasonably,well-founded conclusions about effective instructional practices

with these children. We know, for example, that mastery learning prograths

have proven very effective for fosterinv skill development in beginning

mathematics, science and other areas where well-defined processesand
-t

prespecified outcomes make up much of the instructional content. It,has also

. been demonstrated repeatedly that the instructional practices which make up

the method known aa direct instruction are effective for teaching basic skilI8

to young children. 1
And research has produced an impressive body of

findings indicating which kinds"of organizational, grouping and scheduling

arran4ements seem to work best for educating these children.2

Compared tO the research base on effective,practices for teaching primary

level children, the volume of published research with intermediate level

students is modest, and fewer summaries of that reSearch have been published.

Even so, a notable amount of good research does exist concei.ning, mathematics

and science instruction for intermediate level students. Much of this

research As cOncerned with identifying those practices which can enable

students to build on their learnings from the primary years, but attention has

also been given to investigating remedial Approaches for students who have not

successfully mastered the instructional content taught at the primary level.

9,

1See Kathleen Cotton and W.G. Savard, Direct Instruction and Mastery
Learning. (Portland, OR: Audit and Evaluation Program, Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory, 1982.)

2See Kathleen Cotton and W.G. Savard, Class Size, Instructional Grouping:
Group Size, Instructional Grouping: Ability Grouping, and Time Factors in
Learning. (Portland, OR: Audit and Evaluation Program, Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory, 1981, 1982.)
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The research"studies and summaries reviewed in preparation for this report

are of three general types: (1) those which sought to identify a cluster of

teaching strategies and behaviors Which are positively related to student

achievement and affective outcomes; (2) those which compared a specific

instructional approach to one or more Other approaches to determine which

one(s) produced the most positive achievement and affective outcomes; and (3)

those which looked at the relative efficacy of different organization/

scheduling arrangements for conducting mathematics and/or science instruction

with intermediate level students. Because no two researchers or reviewers

were concerned with the same set of variables, the findings emerging'froM the

current investigation cover a wide range. The next section of this report

displays the outcomes of our attempt to cluster these diverse findings into

some general statements about effective instructional and organizational

approaches.

Forty-four docuMents were reviewed during the present investigation. Four

were excluded owing to poor rebearch designs, irrelevance to the current areas,

of interest, or other factors. Of the forty valid and relevant research

efforts which were examitd in detail, 25 were identified and retrieved

'specifically for this report, and 15 were drawn from the base of support

materials already Assembled for other reports in this series. In the latter

instance, it was found that some of these materials, while they were

originally studied with different topic areas in mind (e,g., computer-

Assisted instruction, ability grouping) werelhlso highly relevant to the

current analysis.

Thirty-four of the documents were reports of primary sources (studies or

evaluations), five were secondary reviews or syntheses, and one reported the

findings of both a study and a review effort. Thirty-one of the items were

9
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concerned withinstruction in or_orgsnization for mathematics, eight for

science and one for both areas. Thirty-seven reports focused on one or more

of the intermediate grades, one cOncerned grades K-8, and two reported

findings for grades K-12.

Several student outcome areas were studied. Student achievement i

matheMatics and/or science waa the total r partial focus of 38 of the teports

revieweek. Other outcome areas investigated included student attitudes (15

reports); retention of learning material (six repoTOI and level of stugent

"paiticipation,, clasaroom behavior, quality of the learning environment and

student engaged.time (pne report each),

In the discussion of findings presented in the next section:statements
.e

made about instruction in science muat necessarily be regarded

as relatively few documents regarding scienCe instruction were retrie d.

Assertions about effective instrUctional practices in mathematics reston a

much larger base of information, and can, therefore, be offered with greater

as tentative,

Confidence..

Findings

Fourteen of the studies and reviews examined were concerned with the
7

relative merits of a traditional instructional approach (featuring textbooks

40 and other print materitils, teacher lecture, homework and in-class seatwork)

and instruction which includes these traditional elements plus some sort of

active, hands-on learning experience. In mathematics Instruction, for

example, soMe of the studies were structured so as to compare a traditional

approach to approaches which included the use of manipulatiVe materials (those

which appeal to several Senses and are used by children for physical

involvement in an active learning situation) . Other Studies investigated the

comparative achievement effects of traditional approaches and materials when



supplemented by computer learning, exercises invaVing ab use of calCulators,

or instruction and praotice in using measurement instruments. In settings for

teaching science content and processes, textbook-oriented instruction was

compared with instruction which offered laboratory experiences, demonstrationg

and field.trips, in addition to lecture and textUal presentations. The volume

of such studies and reviews led to- the hypothesis that instruction which

features active, hands-on experiences has a positive effect on the mathematics

and science achievement of intermediate level students and enhances the

attitudes of these students toward the subject matLr.

Whether the situation studied involVed students learning concepts of shape

and volume using cut-outs and containers, dissecting frogs in science labs or

playing mathematical games as part of a computer-assisted instructional

sequence, the overriding finding was that activities which inclUde a physical

interaction with manipulable materials result in higher achievement than those

which employ traditional methods only. Thirteen of the fourteen

investigations Produced findings togthis effect.

Researchers who have studied.the'effects of active learning are quick to

point lout that these experiences are most effective when they_aupplement the

development of .conceptual undprstanding and skills acqUired through textbooks,

lectures and so on; they do not, in general, recommend that these more

traditional instructional Mai'nstays be scrapped and replaced'by other

method . When, however, conventional instructional approaches are used in

combination with hands-on activities, the achievement benefits are superior to
4

those obtained through the use of either method by itself.
P \,)

MOreover".students like these active learning experiences. In both the

mathematics and science studies which looked at student attitudes, findings

were to the effect that the active learning participants had more positive

feelings about the subject matter'and greater motivation for further learning

than did those students who learned,by traditional methods only.

i



'A second hypothesis which suggested itself during the review process is

that the instructional approaches known as direct instruction a3d mastery:

learning are more effectave than,other approaches in promoting the Mathematics

and science ach4evement and retention of'intermediate level students; these

approaches also foster positive student attitudes.' Support for thib

hypothesis can be found in 14 of.the 16 reports which addressed these topics.
N,

.
Having deve1op-id and published synthesis papers on these two instructional

approaches, we shall not, provide full detail here on the strategies associated

with them. However, it is important to note that classroom researchers

investigating mathematics and science teaching and Its outcomes haVe

repeatedly found these methodologies very powerful for building skills and

understanding in these areas for students in.general.

BasicallY, direct instruction, whethet hiserm is capitalized and used

to denote' a specific instructional program or is used to describe a particulat

cluster of teaching behaviors, involves the use pf hig4y structured

materials, narrow and direct teacherquestions, reinforcement of., and feedback
p

on, student responses, and relatively rapid instruction:1 pacing. Mastery

'learning calla for these s'Ame teaching strategies and, in addition, involves

the use of formative testing, diagnostic analysis and remediation activities

...for students whose initial performance is below an acceptable criterion

level- These apprOaches have been found to be most effective of all for those

curricular areas such as mathematics and science, in which there are many

fixed processes and prespecified correct answers.
1\

citing these methodologies as especially compatible with and effective

in mathematics and science teacing, we are really identifying the research

support for a group of instructional strategies that many seasoned teachers

have found effective, whether or not they are termed direct instruction or

Mastery learning. These strategies'include offering challenging drill and

12



practice activities, closely onitoring student- progress, providing cleax,

explanations or newmaterial and operating out of a strong respect,for schOol

time by teaching "at a good clip" and keeping students on taskduring seatwork

activitiet. In contrast researCh does riot offer much support for open-ended,

student-directed learning in thete curricular areas:

Eleven of the studies and revieWs,compared the effects of some form of

'individualized,instruction With' those produced by instruction that was

entirely group based. Review of thesecAnvestigations led to the hypothesis

that individualized intermediate level mathematics and science instruction

confert greater achievement and retention benefits than does inetructiOn with

no individualization. The term "individualized instruction," ol course, is

used to describe a variety of ways of providing learning activities in

response to the abilities and needs of individual children. Often these

"individualized" approaches have little in comMon with one another, and they

vary greatly in how far they diverge from group-43tsed instruction and move

toward total programs calibrated to meet each child's needs.

Acknowledging-these differences, we do find strong.support (in 10 of the

11 reports) for instruction whiCh'is individualized or which Includes some

degree 81 individualized Work within a group-based program. Several spedific

components 'of individualized learning were identified in the studies as

responsible for the greater achievement of learning ilthis way. AmongjOese

were: (1) 'students having the opportunity to move through learning material

at their own rates;(2) the 'relative absence of pressure and competition; (3)

specific individualization methods (e.g., computers manipulatives) which

motivate students and confer a greater-sense of reality upon the concepts to
1

be acquired; (4) the challenge of working with material which is appropriate

to the students' ability level at any given time.

1 3



Conversely, some researchers identilfied exclusively group-based apprbaches

as detrimental to student aoh4evement and attitudes. -Instructibn-delivered

with po accommodation to individurl needs and abilities has been found to

overburden and intimidate many students, while others in the same class become

bored and lose their motivation and interest'in the subject.

Looking at the kinds of organizational arrangements utilized in the

studies and reviews, we adVanced the hypothesis that no one organiZation/

grouping pattern is inherently superibr to other's for instruCting intermediate

level students in science and mathematics. Classrobm organization/grouping

was the major focus of sixteen of the forty studies in the present research'.

base. There is, in other words, a great deal of interest in determining which

structure is best for delivering mathematics and science instruction tO these

students.

The overall finding is that there is no such creature as the "best"

organizational structure. 'While three studies found differenCes favoring one

pattern or another, most failed to find such differences. Many kinds of

comparisons were made between ind among small groups, large groups, individual

study, Self-contained classrooms, open classrobms, single-teacher instruction,

team teaching, heterogeneous and homogenbus ability groups, etc. These

comparisons were fuither examined in terms of their effects on students:Of

different ability levels, from urban as oppoSed to rural settings, and in

relation to various other. characteristics.

The absence of support for any oneAmstructional'arrangement for

intermediate level students in general is consistent with findings emerging

frbel other investigations conducted during the course of this research s

eynthesis project.



Conclusions

-For intermediate level mathematics clasSes, the inclusion of activities,

which call for the adtivei physicalf-involvement Of stildents-with curricular

materials enhances student achievement, motivation and attitudes. Through

involvement with computer exercises, manipulative- materiale, measuring devices

and the like, mathematical concepts are'made meaningful,end interest in

building on previous learnings remains high. For science claises, activities

such as student projecte and presentations, field trips and laboratory

experiments have a eftnilarly positive effe'ct on'achievement and affective

°outcomes. It is also worth noting that these hands-on supplementary

activities have been shown to be especially effective with students in

remedial instruction'settingsie .Apperently, students who have experienced

problems 9f-understanding and Tetaining mathematics and sience content, as

taught through conventional methods, experience increases'in their ability'to

grasp this content when it is reinforced by hands-on learning activities. For

these students--and for students generally--these activities are best offered

as supplements to the traditional instructional,components of lecture',

discussion, textbook utilization,'in-class seatwork and homework assignments.

Direct instruction, mastery learning and other instructionaltapproaches

,

characterized by tightly structurede briskly-paced lessons; reinforcement and

feedback; and remediation activities based on formative test results, are

effective in fostering achievement and attitude gains among intermediate level

students in science and mathematics. These classroom methods, which may be

regarded as the opposite of an intuitive or discovery approach, are especially

powerful in transmitting instructional content which is largely factual,

sequential and involves grasping and utilizing pre-established processes.

Thus, the most positive results have been,obtained when these approaches have

9



been used in mathematics and science claSses, as compered tO subjects in which

the content.is more fluid And open to interpretation.

Instruction which includes at least some degree of individualization A.s

extremely beneficial in its effects on student learning. Whole class,

group-paced instruction alone is, Conversely, detrimental for many students.

As expleined by some researchers, the,rasons for,this inhere both in the

kinds of content to be mastered in mathematics and science and in the very
,

different learning capacities of students. There is always a high degreb of

likelihood that instructional approaches, pacing and materials aimed at some.

hoPed-for midpOint will farl,to meet the needs of mgny students, boting some

and leaving Others to struggle thrOugh new material withOut having learned the

necessary prérequisities. Introducingeven a modicum of individualization

intO a hitherto entirely grOup-based learning setting has been shown to make a

-

great deal Of difference in student athiellement and frequently in motivational

level as well. According to the author of an extensive and deteiled research

review, "Individualizing instruction is a challenging task for teachers, but

the price for pot attempting it is very, very high."

Decisions concerning classroom organkzation and grouping,for mathematics

and science should, as one reviewer concluded, be based on teaching strategies

utilized, students' needs and teacher preference--not on notions of)any one

inherently best classroom structure. If the teacher is comfortable, able to

monitor Classroom behavior and keep students on task; if the classroom

arrangements are coMpatible with the teaching strategies employed; and if the

children are motivated and learning, then those clessroom arrangements are the

"best"--whatever they might be and however unworkable they might prove in some

other instructiOnal situation.

16
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Recommendations

With these learnings in Mind, we make the following recommendations:

1. Curriculum developers, administrators and teachers are encouraged to,

identify/develop and offer instructional activities which feature

toych, movement and interaction with learning materials as part of

intermediate level mathematics and scienct curricula.

2. Edudators are advised to'familiarize themselves with the principles

of mastery learning and direct instruction, ,and to give consideration

to implementing intermediate mathematics an4-science programs based

on these principles. (ReaderS ate encouraged to condult our papers

on these topics.)

3. We recommend'that currently operating instructional practices in

mathematics andAscience be revieWed with an eye to increasing the

degree of individualization included in theseopractices.

Wd recommend that decisions about classroom organilation and grouping .

be left to the discretion of individual teachers.and that the

structures uselpbe reviewed only if they appear to be ineffective.

5. We recommend that school and district Planners review the research

findings in relation to one another, in order that decisions reached

can,tle based on what we have learned in all of the'areas investigated.

a
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INTERMEDIATE LEVEL MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE
Decision Display

#1

Restatement of issue as a hypothesis:

Instruction which features active, hands-on experiences4,has a positive effect
on the mathematics and:science achiewent of intermediate level students and
enhances-the atitudes of these students toward the subject matter.

Quality of Rating

Item
Number Short Title

of Study
(5.0High)

Items which tend to support hYPotbesis:

?

351 Driscoll, 1980, Research Within Reach-Math .(5]

133 Anderson, n.d., Task Behavior and Achievement [3]

342 'Cooney, et al., 1981, Two Strategies/Two Skills [3]

350 Gershman & Sakamoto, 1980, Intermediate CAI [3]

333 Haertel, 1978, NSF Review. (3) (studies
Y

generally support)

334 Lysiak, et al., 1976, Title I CA1 [3]- ,

345 McMillan & May, 1979, Student Attitudes [3]

Toward Science
325 Miller, 1981'Science Teaching BehaviOrs [3]

348 O'Sullivan, et alv 1981, Science Teacher [3]

Inservice ...

3 Ragosta, et al., 1980, Computer-Assisted_ [3]

,
Instruction Longitudinal Study

330 SEDL RX, 1979, R&D Speaks in Math [3] (studies
generally support)

326 Szetela, 1981, Calculator Study ., [3]

344 Wollman & Lawson, 1978, Proportion1,1 [1]

Reasoning Study

Items which tend to 'deny hypothesis:

328 Daume, 1980,,Science Content and Process [2]

Items which are inconclusive regarding the hypotilesis:

None.
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Item f
Number Short Title

Quality of Rating
of Study
(5=High)

Items which were excluded because they were weak:

None.

Items which were excluded because they were judged to be irrelevant to this
hypothesis:

100 Moody, et al., 1972, Class Size/Math
146 Deady, 1969, Science Achievement il'Attitudes
147 Carnahan, 01150, Teacher Planning
187 Brown 6 Wunderlick, 1976, Open Education & Ability Grouping
191 Hirsch, 1976, Math Research Review -

192 et'al., 1980; Math Achievement & Attitude
204 Dewar, 1963, Sixth Grade Ability Gribuping
205 Plewes, 1979, Mixed Ability Teaching
206 Gabel & Herron, 1977, Effects of Grbuping and Pacing
207 Provus, 1960, Homewood Grouping Study
292 Ward, 1979, Australian Math Study
297 Burrows 6 Okey, 1975, 4th and'5th Grade Geometry Study'
3 Taylor, 1975, Ada tiVe Mastery
323 Emmer, 1981, Jr. H gh Mat4Study
324 % Fisher, 1981, Re dial Math
327 Daruwalla, 1979, Newspaper.in MathiInstruction
329 Peterson, et al., 1980, Large and Small Group Math'
331 Nivette, 1979, Math and Reading Evaluation
342 Saunders 4 Yeany, 1979, 7th Grade Science Study
335 Yoshida, 1980, Effects of Will Praltice
346 Ebmeier 4 Good, 1979, Effects of Inservice
337 Dekkersu 1979, FAST and Student Preferences
338 Madike, 1980, Microteaching_ Study
439 Madike, 1980, Microteaching 6 Achievement
340 Briaht, et al., 1980, Achievement Grouping for Math
341 Starr, 1977; Modern Math Plus Drills
343 Saunders-Harris ii Yeany, 1981, 7th Grade Science Study II
446 Cohen 6 Waksh, 1980, Individualized Geometry
347 Downes, et al., 1978, 76 Questions
349 Horak, 1981, Mathematics Meta-Analysis

#-

14



INTERMEDIATE LEVEL MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE
Decision Display

, 112

Restatement of issue as a hypothesis:

The instructional approaches known as direct instruction and mastery learning
are more effective than other approaches in promoting the mathematics and
science achievement and retention-of iintermediate level students; these
approaches also foster positive student attitude's. .

Item
Number' Short Title

Quality orRating
,of Study
(5116High)

Items which tend to support hypothesis:

351

297

Driscoll, 1980, Reseaich Within Reach-Math

Burrows & Okey, 1975, 4th and 5th Grade
Geometry Study

[5]

[4]

(studies

generally support)

347 Downes, et al., 1978, 76 Questions [4] (studies
generally support)

336 Ebmeier & Good, 1979, Effects of Inservice [4]

323 Emmer, 1981, Jr. Hig41ath Study [4]

338 Madike, 1980, Micr eaching Study [4]

292 Ward, 1979, Aust lian Math Study [4]

327 Daruwalla, 1979, Newspaper in Math Instruction [3]

324 Fisher; 1981, Remedial Math, [3]

350 Gershman & Sakamoto, 1980, Intermediate CAI [3]

333 Haerte1, 1978, NSF Review [3] (for mathematics)
325 Miller, 1981, Science Teaching Behaviors [3]

330 SEDL Rx, 1979, R6D Speaks in Math [3] (studies
generally support)

332 Saunders & Yeany, 1979, 7th Grade Science Study [3] ('

147 CArnahan, 1980, Teacher Planning [2]

341 Starr, 1977, Modern Math Plus Drills

Items which tend.tO deny hypothesis:

[2]

300 jaylor, 1975, Adaptive Mastery [4]

333 r-Haertel, 1978, NSF Review [3] (for science)

15



Item
Number Short Title

Quality of Rating
of Study
(5=High)

Items which areiinconclusive re§arding the hypothesis:

None.

Items which were excluded because they were weak:

None.

k

Items which were excluded because they were judged to be irrelevant to this
hypothesis:

3 Rogosta, et al., Computer-Assisted Instruction Longitudinal Study
100 Moody, et al., 1972, Class Size/Math
133 Anderson, n.d., Task Behavior and Achievement

.., 146 Deady, 1969, Science Achievement & Attitudes
187 Brown & Wunderlich, 1976, Open Education & AbilitY Grouping
191 Hirsch, 1976, Math Research Review

.

192 st al., 1980, Math-Achievement and Attitude
2.04 Dewar, 63, Sixth Grade Ability Grouping .4
205 Plewes, 1979, Mixed Ability TeaChing
206 Gabel & Herron, 1977, Effects of Groupting and Pacing

. 4p7 Provus; 1960, Homewood Grouping Study
Szetela, 1981, Calculator Study

328 Daume; 1980, Science Content and Process
329 Peterson, et al., 1980, Large and Small Group
134 Lysiak, et al., 1976, Title I CAI.
135 Yoshida, 1980, Effects of Drill Practice

, 337 Dekkers, 1979, FAST and Student Preferences
339 Madike, 1980, Microteaching i Achievement
340 Bright, et al., 1980, Achievement Grouping for Math
342 Cooney, et al., 1981, Two Strategies/Two Skills
343 SaundeeS-Harris i Yeany, 1981, 7th, Grade Science Study II
344 Wollman & Lawson, 1978, Proportional Reasoning Study
345 McMillan & May, 1979, Student Attitudes Toward Science
346 Cohen & Walsh, 1980, Individualized Geometry
348 O'Sullivan; et al., 1981; Science Teacher Inservice
349 Horak, 1981, Mathematics Meta-Analysis
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INTERME DI ATE LEVEL MA*THE24AT/CS AND SC IENCE

Decision Display
113

Restatement of issue as a hypothesis':

Intermediate level mathematics and science instruction which includes at least

some degree of individualization confers greater achievement and retention

benefits than does instruction with no individualization.

Item
Number Short. Ti tle

Quality of Rating
of Study
(5..11igh)

Items which tend to support hypothesis:

351 Dascoll, 1980, Research Within Reach-Math

206 Gabel 4 Herron, 1977, Effects of Grouping
and Pacing

349 Horak, 1981, Mathematics Meta-Analysis
324 Pishe'r, 1981, Remedial Math
350 GershMan 4 Sakamoto, 1980, Intermedia

333 Haertel, 1978, NSF Review

)[51 (studies
generally support)

41

[41
[3]
[31
[31

191 Hirsch, 1976, Math Research Review [31

100 Moody, et al., 1972, Class Size/Math [31

3 Ragoota, et al., 1980, 'cOmputer-Aasisted- [31

Instruction Longitudinal Study

335 Yoshida, 1980, Effects of Drill Practice [31

Items which tend to d4y.-hypothesis:

346 Cohen 4 Walsh, 1980, Individualized Geometry (41

Items which are inconclusive regarding the hypothesis:

None.

2 2

(studies
generally support)

1 7



Item
Number Short Title

Quality of Rating
Iof Study

."15High)

Items which were excluded because they were weak:

None.

Items which were excluded beCiUse they were judged to be'irrelevant to'this
hypothesis:

13 3 Anderson4 nod., Task Behavior and Achievement
146 Deady, 196 9, Science Achievement & Attitudes
14 7 Carnahan, 1980, Teacher Planning
187 Brown 4 Wunderlich, 1976, Open Eduetion & Ability Grouping
19 2_ Brasaell, et al., 1980, Math Achiie ement and Attitdde

204 Dewar, 1963, Sixth Grade-Ability ouping
205 Plewes, 1979, Mixed Ability Teaching
20 7 Provus, 1960, Homewood. Grouping study
292 Ward, 1979, Australian Math Study
297 Burrow & Okey, 1975, 4th and 5th Grade Geometry Study
300 Taylor, 1975, Adaptive mastery
323 Emmer, 1981, Jr. High math Study
325 Miller, 1981, Science Teaching Behaviors
326 Szetela, 1981, Calculator Study
327. Daruwalla, 1979, Newspaper in Math Instruction
328 Daume, 1980, Science Content and Process
329 Peterson, et al., 18 80, Large and Small .Group Math

330 SEDL Rx , 1979, R&D Sileaks in Mnth
331 Nivette, 1979, Math and Reading Evaluation
332 Saunders & Yeany, 1978, 7th Grade SciencUudy
.3 34 Lysiak, et al., 19 764 Title I CAI
33 6 Ebmeier & GoOd, 1979, Effects of Inservice.
337 Dekkers, 1979, F AST and Student Preferences
33 8 Madike, 1980, Microteaching Study
339 Madike, 1980, Microteaching" ,Achievedbnt
340 Bright, et al., 1980, Achievement Grouping for Math
3 41 Starr, 1977, Modern Math Plus Drills --
34 2 Cooney, et al., 1981, Two Strategies/Two Skills
343 Saunders-Harris & Yeanyc 1981, 7th Grade Science Study II
344 WOoman & Lawson, 1978, Proportional Reasoning Study
345 McMillan & May, 1979, Student Attitudes Toward Science
34 7 Downes, et al., 1978, 76 Questions
3 48 O'SUllivan, et al., 1981, Science Teacher Inservice
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ERMEDIATE LEVEL MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE
Dedision Display

#4

Restatement of issue as a hypothesis:

No one organizationa1/grouping pattern is inherently.superior to others for
instructing intermediate level students in science and mathematics.

Quality of Rating

I,tem

NUmber Short Title

of Study
(582High)

Items which tend to support hypothesis:

(5]

(4]

#

(studies

generally support)
351

187

Driscoll, 1980, Research Within Reach-Math

BrOwn fi'Wunderlich, 1976, Open Education 6
Ability Grouping

347 DOWnes, et Ali., 1978, 76 Questions (4] (studies
generally support)

206 Gabel & Herron, 1977, Effect of Grouping 141

340

'and Pacing
Bright, et al.,,1980, Achievem t Grouping
for Math 4

):

(31

204 Dewar, 1963, Sixth Grade Abili Grouping 131

333 Haertel, 1978, NSF Review (3] (studies
generally support)

191 Hirsch, 1976, Math Research Review DJ (studies

'
generslly support)

325 Miller, 1981, Science Teaching-Behaviors (31

329 Peterson, el 21., 1980, Large and SmAll [3]

Group Math
207 Provus, 1960, HOmewood Grouping Study (3)

147 Carnahan, 1980, Teacher Planning (2]

146 Deady, 1969, Science Abhievement & Attitudes (2]

Items which tend to deny hypothesis:

192 Brassell, et Al., 1980, Math Achievement & (31

Attitude
100 Moody, et al., 1972, Class Size/Math [3]

205 Plewes, 1979, Mixed Ability Teaching (31

,19



Item
Number Short Title

tuality of-Rating.'
of Study
(5High)

Items which are inconclusive regarding the hypothesis:

None.

Items which were exCluded becaUse they were weak:

None.

Items which were excluded because they were judged to be irrelevant to this
hypothesis:

Rogosta, It al., Compvter-Ass ted Instruction Longitudinal $tudy
133 Andersonrn.d., Taak Behav r and Achievement
292 Ward, 1979, Australia th Study
297 Burrows & Okey, 1 , 4th and 5th Grade Geometry Study
300 Taylor, l975ç1aptve Mastery
323 Emmer, 1981, Jr. High Math'Study
324 Fisher, 1981, ReMedial Math
326 Szetela, 1981, Calculator Sfud
327 Daruwalla, 1979, Newspaper in ath Instruction
328 Daume, 1980, Science Content and Process
330 SEDL Rx, 1979, RAD Speaks-in Math
331 Nivette, 1979, Math and Reading Evaluation
332 Saunders & Yeany, 1979, 7th Grade Science Study'
334 Lysiak, et al., 1976, Title I.CA/,,
335 Yoshida, 1980, Effects of Drill"Practle
336 Ebmeier SI Good, 1979, Eff Cts of Inservice ,

. 337 Dekkers, 1979, FAST and A3 udent Preferences
338 Madike, 1980, Microteachin Study
339 Madike,-1980, Microteaching ACKev ent
341 Starr, 1977, Modern Math nue D a

342 Cooney, et al., 1981, Two Strategies/TWo Skillq
343 Saunders-Harris & Yeany, 1981, 7thoGrade Science Study II
344, , Wollman & Lawson, 1978, Proportiona/Reasoning Study
3 McMillan & May, 1979, Student Attitudes Toward Science
46 Cohen & Walsh, 1980, IndividUalized Geometry

348 O'Sullivan, et al., 198/, Science Teacher Inservice
349 ) Horak, 1981, Mathematics Meta-Analysis
350 Gershman & Sakamoto, 1980, Intermediate CAI

A
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Item
No.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Citation

sr/ 133 Anderson, L. W. A measure of student involvement in learninv
Time on-task. Columbia: University of South Carolina (no
date). (ERIC/EDRS No. ED 110 504)

192 Brassell, A., Petrt, S. & Brooks, D. M. Ability grouping,
mathematics achievement and p9pil attitudes toward mathematics.
Journal for Research.in Mathematics Education, 1980, 11, 22-28.

340 Bright, G. W., Harvey, J. G., & Wheeler, M. M. Achievement grouplrig
with mathematics concept and skill. games. Journal of
Educational Research, imp, 73, 265-269.

187 Brown, S. W. & Wunderlich, D. W. The effect of open concept
education and ability grouping on achievement level concerning
the teaching of fifth grade ma4ema s. Paper pFesented at the
Annual Meeting of the AmericaK Educa al Research Association,
San FKancisco, CA, April 1976. (ER.ICS No. ED 128 197)

297 Burrow8,0 C. K., & Okey, J. R. The effects f a mastery learning
strategy on achievemenE. Paper presen ed at the Annual Meeting
of the American Educational Research Association, Washington,
D.C., Wnrch-April, 1975. (ERIC/EDRS lo. ED 109 240)

147 ' Carnahan, R. S. The effects of teacher planning on classroom
pcocesses. Technical Report No.'541, Madison: Wisconsin R&D
Center for Individualized Schooling, May 1980.

346 Cohen, M. P., t Walsh, M., Sr. The effects of individualized
instructiOn on learning and retention of a geometry unit in
junior high'school. International Journal of Mathematical
Education in Scienad'and Technology, 1980, 11, 41-44.

342 Cooney, T. J., Hirstein, J. J., 61, Davis, E. J. The effects of two
strategies for teaching two mathematical skills: Journal for
Research in Mathematics Education, 1981, 12, 220-225.

327 Daruwalla, A. N. The effectiveness of the newspaperlas an
instructional tool to teach seventh grade mathematics classes.
Memphis, TN: Memphis State University, 1979. (ERIC/EDRS No.
ED 199 046)

428 Demme, R. J. Effects of type of junior high school science program
on science content achievement and seience process achievement.
Paper presented at the meeting of theAid-South Educational
Association, 1980. (ERIC/EDRS No. M-199 040)
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No. Citation

144 Deady, G. M. The effects of an increased time allotment Op student
attitudes and achievement in science:'. Doctoral dissertation,

,University of Ca1ifotnia7Betk1ey,.1969.

337 Dekkers, J. Sttident cognitive and activity preference orientations
in the inquiry sciende proglam, "FAST." Studies in Educational
Evaluation,- 1979, 5, 223-23d:._

204 Dewar, J. A. iGkouping for arithmetic instruction in sixth grade.
Elementaiy School Journal, 1963, 43,266-269.

351 Driecoll, M. ResearCh within'reach: Elementary school matheMaticse,
St. Louis., MOi--ResearCh and Development Interpretation Setvice,
-CEMREL, Inc., 1980.- .:

347 Downes, et al., 76 questions: A synthesis of the research on
teaching and leatning mathematics. Atlanta, GA: Georgia State
1-51;ament of Education, Office of Instructional Services,
1978. (ERIC/EDRS No. ED 162 896)

336 Ebmeier, H., & Good, T. L. The effects of instructing teachers about
good teaching on the mathematics achievement of fourth grade
students. American Educational Research Journal, 1979, 16 (1),

c\ 1-16. .

,

323 Emmet, E. T. *fective management in junior high mathematicsf
classroome: Austin, TX: Research and Development Center for
Teacher Education, Texas University, Mach 1981.. (ERIC/EDRS No.
ED 206 448)

...,

324 Fisher, M. A. A femedial math program in4a secondary school. Tampa,
, FL: Nova Univerdity, March 1981. (ERIC/MRS NO: ED 204 146)

206 Gabel/ D. & Herron, J. D. The effects of groupingand,pacing on
learning rate,_attitude and retention, in ISCS Classrooms.
journal of Research in Science Teaching, 1977,14, 385-399. !/1

350 Gershman, J., & Sakamoto, E. Computerized instruction for
intermediate mathematics. Orbit, 1980,' 11 (5), 10-12.

, 313 Haertel, G. D. Literature,review of early adolescence and
- implications ior programming. In Katzenmeyer, C. G. & Rivkin,
M. S. (Eds.) Early Adoleicence: Perspectives and
Recommendations to the National Science Foundation. Washington,
DC, Directorate for Science Education, National Science
Foundation, 1978.,. (ERIC/EDRS No. ED 168 900)

191 . Hirsch, C. R. A review of.research on individualized instruaion in
secondary mathematics. SchooliScience and Mathematice, 1976, .

76, 499-507.
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349 Hórak,-V. M. A meta-analysis of research findings on individualized
instruction in mathematics. Journal of Educational Research,
1981! 74 249-253.

_

334 L siak, F., Wallace, S., Tvans, C. S. Computer assisted
instruction. 1975-76 evaluation report. A Title I-program
(revised). Fort Worth, TI: Fort Worth IndependentSchool
District, 1976. (ERIC/EDRS No. ED 140 495)

%

339 Madike, F. 1. Teacher classroom behavidrs involved in microteaching
and student achievement: A regression study. Journal of
Educe ional Psychology, 1980, 72, 265-274.

338 . Teacher preparation and student achievement: An
erimental comparison of microteaching with a traditional

approach. JOurnal of Educational Psychology, 1980, 72, 866-874.

345 McMillan, J. H., & May, M. J. A sthdy of factors influencing
attitudes toward science of junior high school students.
Journal of Research in,Science Teaching, 1979, 16, 217-222.

,325 Miller, F. A. The effects of behavior model analysis on teachers'
behaviors during science activity lessons. Paper presented at
the Annual Meeting of the National Association fos Research in
Science Teaching. Ellenville, NY: NARST, April 1981.
(ERIC/EDRS No. ED 2 140)

100 Moody, W. B., Bausell, R. B., and Jenkins, J. R. The effect of class
size on the learning of mathematics: A parametric study. Paper
presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Educational
Research Association, 1972. (ERIC/EDRS No. ED 062 138)

331 Nivette, J. D. Project R3 Mathematics Program-SB-90 Reading
Program. Evaluation Summary, 1917-78. San Jose, CA: San Jose
Unified.SchoOl District, 1979. (ERIC/EDRS No. ED 183 380)

348 O'Sullivan, P. S., Piper, M. K., & Carbonari, J. P. A model for the
effect of an inserviceprogram on junior high school science
ach evement. Journal bt Research in SciencePTeaching', 1981, 18,

- 199-207.

329 Peterson, P. L. et al., Individual characteristics and childrens'
learning in large-group and smallgroup approaches: Study II.
Report from the Project on Studies of Instructional Programming -

for the Individual Student. Madison, WI: Wisconscin, .

Uniiiersity, R&D Center for Individualized Schooling, 1180.
.(ERIC/EDRSI No. ED 196%558),
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205' m Plewes, J. A. Mixed-ability teaching--a deterioration in
performance. Journal of Research in Science, 1979, 16, 229-236:

207 Provus, M. M. Ability grouping in arithmetic. Elementary School
Journal, 1960, 60, 391-398.

310 R&D speaks in junior high school mathematics: A research seminar for
pradtitioners. Dallas, Texas, August 1979. Austin, TX:
Southeast Educational Development Laboratory, September 1979.
(ERIVEDRS No. ED 186 274)

Ragosta, M., Jamison, D. T., Juhhke, W., Woodson, R.'and,Holland,
P.W. Computer-assisted instruction: a longitudinal study.

4. Paper presented At the Annual Meeting of'the American
Educational Research Association, Boston, April 1980. (From
Wilson 1980)

,332 Saunders,,R. L. is Yeany, R. H. The effects of diagnosis, remediation
and locus of control on achievement, retention, and attitudes of'
middle school science studentsi. Paper predented,At the annual
meeting of the National Association for Research in Science
Teaching, Atlanta, GA, March 1979. (ERIC/EDRS No. ED 174 404)

343 Saunders-Harrie, R:, Yeany,, R. H. Diagnosis, remediAtion, and
leocus of control: Effects on immediate and retained aChievement
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341 Starr, R. J. Modern math plus computational drills: Affective and
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300 Taylor, S. S. The effects of mastery, adaptive mastery, and
non-mastery models on the learning of a mathematical task.
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Educational Research Association, ,Washington, p.c., March-April
1975. (ERIC/EDRS No. ED 106 145)

292,, Ward, G. Learning time and teaching for,mastery. Occasional paper
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SCHOOL EFFECTIVENESS PROJECT-, ITEM REPORT

ITEM NUMBER: 3 LOCATION: NWREL Information Center

REVIEWER: P. Rapaport DATE\REVIEWED: November 1980

CITATION: Ragosta, M., Jamison, D. T., Juhnke, W., Woodson, R. and Hollind,
P. W. Computer-assisted instruction: a longitudinal study. Paper
presented at the Annual Meeting of the pierican Educational
Research Association, Boston, April 1910. (From Wilson 1980)

DESCRIPTORS: Media, Computer-Assisted Instruction, Mathematics, Intermediate
Grades

SHORT TITLE: Ragosta, et al., 1980, Computer-Assisted Instructloh
Longitudinal Study

SKIMMED, REJECTED FOR PROJECT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS

RELEVANT IRRELEVANT FOR PRESENT PURPOSE

PRIMARY SOURCE SECONDARY SOURCE X DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

RATING OF QUALITY OF STUDY (for project Purposes):

(4eak) 1 2 [3] 4 5 .,(Strong)

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF RATING:

Insufficient detailg were given in this secondary source to fully judge the
quality of the study..

SYNOPSIS:

Supplementary CAI instruction was,given using the Computer Curriculum
Corporation (cm for fourth-sixth grades in mathematics, reading and
language'. All 'students Were pretested at the-beginning df fourth grad&and
poSttested at the end of sixth grade. CAI students received three drill and
practice applications from the CCC. Ndt all groups received all three
topics. The control group did not receive any CAI. It is not clear from the
description whether different groppi received all podsible permutations of>
treatments or how many students Were tested. .
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ITEM NUMBER: 3 SHOET,TITLE: Ragosta, et al., 1980, Computer-Assisted
Instruction Longitudinal Study

RESEARCHER'S FINDINGS:

Students who used all three curricula scored significantly higher gains on
vocabulary subtest of the California Test of Basic Skills vs. the control
group. Those who worked with CAI mathematids but not the other two stored
lower on a reading test than students who received CAI in.reading and language
arts. The reading and language arts curricula had more effect on language
arts scores than on reading scores.

RESEARCHER'S CONCLUSIONS:
0

None drawn.

REVIEWER'S NOTES-AND COMMENTS:

None.
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, SCHOOL EFFECTIVENESS pROJECT, ITEM REPORT

'ITEM NUMBER: 100

REVIEWER: P. Rapaport

LOCATION: NWREL Info. Center/Microfiche
gt

DATE REVIEWED: December11980

CITATION: Moody, W. B., Bausell, R. B., and Jenkins, J. R. The effect of
class size on the learning of mathematics: .A parametric study.
Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Educational
Research Association, 1972. (ERIC/EDRS No. ED 062 138)

DESCRIPTORS: Class Size, Mathematics, Intermediate Grades

SHORT TITLE: Moody, et al., 1972; Class Size/Math

SKIMMED, REJECTED FOR PROJECT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS

RELEVANT IRRELEVANT FOR PRESENT PURPOSES'

PRIMARY SOURCE X. SECONDARY SOURCE DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

RATING OF QUALITY OF STUDY (for project purposes):

(Weak) .1 2 [3] 4 5 (Strong)

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF RATING:

No control group; instructional methods may have influenced findings.

SYNOPSIS:

The subjects were 249 fourth grade students in three public schools in
Northern Delaware. The teachers wete 17 undergraduate junior and senior level
elementary education majors who volunteered to participate. The study was
conducted over a three-day period, and 14 of the teachers participated for
only one day. Two teaChers participated for two days in two schools. The .

lait teacher participated in all three schools on different days. Within each
school, Group 1-1 consisted of 20 students who received individual
instruction. Group 1-2 consisted of 20 students who received lessons two at a
time. Group 1-5 consisted of 20 students who received lessons five at a
time. Group 1-23 consisted of a group of 23 students who all received the
lesson together. Students were randomly Sssigned bo groups; and within each
school, teachers were randomly assigned to groups with the following
constraints: no teacher was assigned to teach more than one group with five
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ITEM NUMBER: 100 SHORT TITLE: Moody, et Al., 1972, Class Size/Math

or more students, all teachers were assigned to at least one 1-2 group, and
all teachers were assigned to at least two 1-1 students. Instructional order
,was randomly assigned except for constraints caused ty the availability of
only one room big enough for groups of five or more. All subjects scored five
or less on aipretest covering the ten topics to be covered in the lesson. All
subjects received exactly 30 minutes of instruction. The test contained 20
questions, two on each topic.

RESEARCHER'S FINDINGS:

Students who'received individual instruction had higher test scores than those
who received instruction in groups of two or five. The scores of students who
were instructed in tiros or fives were approximately the same and were superior
to those instructed in a group of 23.

tr.

RESEARCHER'S CONCLUSIONS:

°An empircal rationale is supplied for small group remedial instruction in
those cases in which additional personnel are available to supplement the
instruction of the classroom teacher. Examination of the means of the four
groups, however, clearly indicate that although.small group instruction is'
incremental-when compared to large group instruction, large group instruction
is much more efficient in terms of total learning produced. For this reason
it is tempting to suggest that personnel such as teacher aides might be
efficaciously employed to instruct-sg-all groups of academically needy students
at the same time that the regular classroom teacher instructs the remaining
students." .

REVIEWER'S NOTES AND COMMENTS:

A description of the study's method, findings and conclusion may be found in
the Class Size backup file.
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ITEM NUMBER: 133 LOCATION: NWREL Info. Center/Microfiche

REVIEWER: K. Cotton DATE REVIEWED: January 1981

CITATION: Anderson, L. W. A measure of student involvement in learning:
Time on-task. Columbia: University of South Carolina (no date).
(ERIC/EDRS No. ED 11 504)

DESCRIPTORS: Time Factors (Learnin MatheMatics, Intermediate Grades

SHORT TITLE: Anderson, n.d., Task BehSg..árLAchievejnent
yk

SKIMMED, REJECTED FOR PROJECT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS

RELEVANT IRRELEVANT FOR'PRESENT mwosEs

PRIMARY SOURCE X SECONDARY sbzwE DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

RATING OP QUALITY OP STUDY (for project purposes):

(Weak)' 1 2 13l 4. 5 (Strong)

BRIEF DISCUSSION OP RATING:

Although the main purpose of this study was to develop an instrument, the
findings are relevant to purposes of the present review.

SYNOPSIS:

This study was designed to: (1) teat the validity of teChniques and
instruments for measuring student task behavior, and (2) to examine the
relationship between both overt and-covert student task behavior and
achievement.

Observers recorded tho task behaviors of 177 junior high mathematics students
in throe classes--arithmetic, algebra and matrix arithmetic. The classes
required different kinds of task behaviors (e.g., performing seatwork or
attending a lecture), and observers utilized techniques for measuring both
overt and covert student behavior. (Overt behavior was measured by means of
an observer recording whether the student appeared to be on task; covert
behavior was measured by querying the student about his or her thoughts at
particular moments during the class period.)

29
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,ITEM NUMBER: 133 SHORT TITLE: Anderson, n.d., Task Behavior and
Achievement

RESEARCHEWS FINDINGSt

A positive relationship between time-on-task and achievement was noted for all
three classes and for both seatwork 4nd lecture activities.

An overall time-on-task rating was arrived at by combining a student's overt
and covert task behaviors. There was a positive relationship between covert
behavior and Achievement; the relationship between overt task, behavior and
achievement ranged from unclear to very high, depending on the kind of task;
the composite time-on-task measure was afar better predictor of achievement
than either the overt or the covert measure by itself.

RESEARCHER'S CONCLUSIONS:

A multiple measure of student task behaviors, i.e., one whichtmeasures both
overt and covert behaviors, is superior to techniques which measure only overt
or covert behavior.

The lack of a valld multiple measure may be the reason that little research
has been conducted on the Student behavior-student learning relationship.

REVIEWER'S NOTES AND COMMENTS:

A description of the instruments, the method and the major findings may be
found in the backup file on Time Factors (Learning).
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, ITEM NUMBER:- 146.

REVIEWER: K. Cotton

LOCATION: PSU Library

DATE REVIEWED: February 1981

CITATION: Deady, Go-.M. The effects of an increased time allotment on student
attitudes and achievement in Science. Doctoral dissertation,
University of California-Berkley, 1969.

DESCRIPTORS: Time Factors (Learning), Science, Intermediate Grades

SHORT TITLE: Deady, 1969, Science AchieveMent & AttitUdes

SKIMMED, REJECTED FOR PROJ1OT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS

RELEVANT IRRELEVANT FOR PRESENT PURPOSES

PRIMARY SOURCE X SECONDARY SOURCE DISSERTATION ABSTRACT X

RATING OF QUALITY OF STUDY (for project purposes):

(Weak) 1 [2] 3 4

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF RATING:

The duration of the experiment is unknoWn.

SYNOPSIS:

(Strong)

This stuay investigated: (1) whether increased time allotment increases
student achievement in science; (2) whether the teacher's preference for a
particular time allotment for science instruction affects student achievement
in science; and (3) whether teacher preference for a particular time allotment
for science instruction affects student attitudes toward science.

A total of 324 control and experimental students in grade 4 participated.
Data on teacher time allotment preferences were gathered, assignments to time
allotment groups were made and students were pre- and posttested.

vko
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ITEM NUMBEA: 146 SHORT TITLE: Deady, 1969, Science Achievement & Attitudes

RESEARCHER'S FINDINGS:

No significant differences could be attributed to.the treatment variable or
the teacher preferences variable whenexamined across experimental groups,
both sexes, IQs, or reading groups.

410

(

RESEARCHER'S CONCLUSIONS:

None

REVIEWER'S NOTES AND COMMENTS:,

The abstract may be founein the backup file on Time Factors (Learning).
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ITEM NUMBER: 147 LOCATION: Audit 4 Evaluation Program

REVIEWER: K. Cotton DATE REVIEWED: February 1981

CITATION: Carnahan, R. S. The effects of teacher planning on classroom
processes. Technical Report No. 541, Madison: Wisconsin R4D
Center for Individualized Schooling, May 1980. /00e

DESCRIPTORS: Time Factors (Learning), Mathematics, Intermediate Grades

SHDRT TITLE: Carnahan, 1980, Teacher Planning

'SKIMMED, REJECTED FOR PROJECT PURPOSES, de ANALYSIS

RELEVANT IRRELEVANT FOR PRESENT PURPOSES

PRIMARY SOURCE X SECONDARY SOURCE DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

RATING OF QUALITY OF STUDY (for plect purposes):

(Weak) 1 [2] 3 4

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF RATING:

5 (Strong) .

Teachers were the unit) of analysis for part of this study and there were only

nine of them. Moreover, it is likaly that the kinds orinformation presented
by the reaearchers was accessed by non-treatment and partial-treatment
teachers vih other means. Also, factors such as 'teacher planning quality"
and 'teacher clarity" were defined narrowly and somewhat eccentrically.

SYNOPSIS:

This study had two major purposes: (1) to determine whether providing
teachers with information on student aptitude and motivation strategies would
affect the quality of teacher-written planning in elementary niathematics
classes; and (2) to determine the relativship of written planning quality to
the quality of classroom interactive and organizational environments. Nine
5th grade math teachers and their classes were arranged in groups in which the
teachers were given aptitude information, aptitude information plus.motivation
information, or neither. Observersassessed teacher clarity; motivation
strategy use and level of student engagement. Student outcomes measured
included perdeived teacher clarity, attitude,toward math, and achievement.
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ITEM NUMBER: 147 SHORT TITLE: Carnahan, 1980, Teacher Planning

RESEARCHER'S FINDINGS:

Major,findings were that: (1) there-was no treatment effect on the quality of
written planning dons; (2) written planning was not related to 'motivation
strategy or perceived teacher clarity; and (3) student engaged time was not
related.to motivation strategy, but was related to observed and
student-perceived teacher clarity.

Although the engaged time/student achievement relationship was treated as a.
"secondary question" in this study, it was found that "there was a positive,
significant relationship between student engaged time and student achievement."

4

41.

RESEARCHER'S CONCLUSIONS:

"The data suggest that planning is related to the classroom environment.
...using student background or aptitude information when planning might
possibly allow for more effective adaptation of instruction to fit individual
or small group needs. ...the results have implications wheh considered as
helping teachers to becOme aware of how their planning and classroom behavior
may effect (sic) the amount of time students actually spend working."

I)

REVIEWER1S NOTES AND COMMENTS:

The technical report may be found in the backup file on Time Factors
(Learning).

14
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SCHOOL EFFECTIVENESS PROJECT, ITEM REPORT

ITEM NUMBER: 187 LOCATION: 'NWREL Info. Center/Microfiche
;4

REVIEWER: . Cotton DATE REVIEWED: April 1981
-

CITATION: rown, S. W. I, Wunderlich, D. W. The effect of open concept
education and ability grouping on achievement level cOncerning the

l teaching of fifth grade mathematics. Paper presented ai the Annual
Meeting of the American Educational Research Association, San
Otancisco, CA, April 1976. (ERIC/EDRS No. ED 128 197)

DESCRIPTORS: Ability Grouping, Mathematics, Intermediate Grades

SHORT TITLE: Brown is Wunderlich, 1976, Open Education IA Ability Gtouping

SKIMMED, REjECTED FOR PROJECT PU0558S, NO ANALYSIS

RELEVANT' IRRELEVANT FOR PRES URPOSE

PRIMARY SOURCE X SECONDARY S

x

,DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

RATING OF QUALITY OF STUDY (for project purposes)

(Neak) 1 2

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF RATING:

3

This is a well-designed and conducted study.

SYNOPSIS:

5.' (Strong)

The purpose of this study was to deteriine if open educationband grouping
students according.to ability would result in greater achievement In
mathematics than might occur in a heterogeneous, self-contained classroom.
One hundred twenty-five fifth grade math students received mathematics
instrudtion in four different kinds of,settings: (1) ability groaped/open

environment/tam teaching; (2) heterogeneous/open nvironment/tam teaching;
(3) homogeneous/self-contained c1assroom/sing14 teacher; and (4) heterogeneoUs/

eelf-contained/single teacher. Each class was observed four times and
infatuation about the.learning nvironment was recorded. Stildent perceptions

of the leaining enviro t re also gathered. SRA,math achievement tests

were administered, ini224141y, group the students in the homogeneous classes,
and later to determine the achievement gainai,44 students in the'different

instructional settings.
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ITEM NUMBER: 187 SHORT TITLE:. Brown & Wunderlich, 1976, OpenEducation
& Ability Gtouping

"4

RESEARCHER'S FINDINGS:

Results indicated no significant differences among groups on math
achievement. A small difference was observed in favor of those classes
were not tead taught.

As conOerns the learning environment,
higher satisfaction level and-greater
classes. The ability grouped classes
greater friction than other classes.
degree of competition. '

RESEARCHER'S CONCLUSIONS:

gS

which

'the data indicated that there was a
cohesiveness', in 'the heterogeneous
ahd the team taught claSses'evidenced
No differences were noted asi regards the

"The effect'of ability.grouping and of teamteaching on mathematics
achievement remains inconclUsive.' The finding' that single .feacher unitt
result-in greater computational.skill forstudents.may be an indication of
'more dtill and practice activitiesin this type of eetting than_ in the team
taught setting'.

.

"The students' perceptions of the learning environment uncovered a more
concise body of evidencefoi heterogeneous grouping."

REVIEWER'S NOTES AND COMMENTS:

None
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SCHOOL EFFECTIVENESS PROJECT, ITEM REPORT

ITEM NUMBER: 191

REVIEWER: K. Cotton

LOCATION: RSE Project Files

DATE REVIEWED: April 1981

CITATIO Hirsch, C. R. A review of
in secondary mathematics.

research on individualized instruction
School Science and Mathematics, 1976,

is, 499-507.

DESCRIPTORS: Group Size, Mathematic; Intermediate Grades

SHORT TITLE: Hirsch, 1976, Math Research Revievi

SK/MMED, REJECTED FOR PROJECT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS ,

RELEVANT IRRELEVANT FOR PRESENT PURPOSE

PRIMARY SOURCE SECONDARY SOURCE X DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

RATING OF QUALITY OF STUDYAfor project purposes):

(Weak) 1 2

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF RATING:

( 3 ] 4 5 . (Strong)

This is a good revr and includes a set of tables which summarize the studies:
examined.

SYNOPSIS:

This is a review of: (1) 33 studies ih whicfi individualized instructiori and
group instructional methods were compared in terms of learning gains produced;
and (2) 19 studies in which the attitudes toward math of students in the two
instructional settings were compared. Some of these studies also examined the
individualized approach in relation to learner characteristics, and two
compared teaching methods utilized within the two instructional approaches.
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ITEM NUMBER: 191

RESEARCHER'S FINDINGS:

Learning Gains.: Five of the 33 studies reviewed reported signifioant math
learning:gaind in favor of,individualized instruction, four reported
significant gains in favor of group-based instruction, and 24 found nO
statistically significant differences.

SHORT TITLE: Hirsch, 1976, Math Research Review

Attitudes: Sixteen .(of 19) studies reported-no. significant differences in
attitude toward math on the part of students receiving the two types of
instruction. Three found more positive attitudes on the part of students
receiving individualized instruction.

Student Characteristics: The researchers examined a variety of different
student characteristics-instructional approach relationships. Findings
concerning ability, learning rate, self-esteem, etc., were mixed and do not
lead to generalizable statements.

Teaching Methods: One (of 2) studies found no differences in teaching methods
in individualized vs. group instruction. The other found that teachers using
the individualized approach spent more out-of-class preparation time.

RESEARCHER'S CONCLUSIONS:

The conclusions are -in the form of recommendations for future research:

1. Longitudinal studies should be undertaken to determine the effects of
individualized vs. group iniptruction on learning and attitude of students.

2. Future research--should consider the effect of Tptitude variables.

3. Transfer-of-learning should also be considered.

4. The effects of individualized instruction on problem-solving and long-term
retention should be investigated.

5. The role of the teacher in individualized instruction warrants
investigation.

6. The effect of individualized instruction upon the individual learner
warrants consideration.

REVIEWER'S NOTES AND COMMENTS:

A copy of the review may be found in the backup file on`Group Size.

4,
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SCHOOL EFFECTIVENESS PROJECT, ITEM REPORT

ITEM NUMBER: 192 LOCATION: RSE Project Files

REVIEWER: K. Cotton DATE REVIEWED: April 1481

CITATION: Brassell, A., Petry, S. & Brooks, D. M. Ability grouping,
mathematics achievement and pupil attitudes toward mathematics.
Journal for Research in Mathematics Education, 1980, 11, 22-28.

DESCRIPTORS: Ability Grouping, Mathematics, Intermediate Grades

SHORT TITLE: Brassell, et al., 1980, Math Achievement and Attitude

SKIMMED, REJECTED FOR PROJECT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS

RELEVANT IRRELEVANT FOR PRESENT PURPOSE

PRIMARY SOURCE X SECONDARY SOURCE DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

RATING OF QUALITY OF STUDY (for project purposes):

(Weak) 1 2 (3] 4 5. (Strong)

BRIEF DISCUSSION_OF RATING:

*This study was carefullk structured and carried out.

SYNOPSIS:

This study- was'designed to determine what relationships exist (1). between
student attitude toward mathematics and student placement in an ability
grouping hierarchk; and (2) between student attitude toward math and student
aChievement in math.. The Mathematica Attitude Inventory (MAI) was
administered to .714 seventh graders in five junior high schools. Student math
achievement data were analyzed in relation to attitude and in relation to
students' placemen, in the schools' ability grouping structures. The study
looked at both the student's ability group (low, medium, high) and at his/her
ability relative to others in the same ability group. The MAI provided

student attitude data in six areas: attitude toward teacher, feelings about
the value of mathematics in society, anxiety toward mathematics, self-concept
regarding matheMatics, enjbyment of mathematics and mathematics motivation.
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ITEM NUMBER 192 SHORT TITLE: Brassell, et al., 1980, Math
Achievement and Attitude

RESEARCHER'S. FINDINGS:,

Students in the highest ability group,(of 3) had the best attitudes toward
math. Student,Math adkevement scores were related to ability grouping
(highest ability group had highest scores, etc.). Students of high ability .

relative"to others in the same ability group had much more positivelattitUdes
thin.those whose ability was low, relative to others in their group, especially
as regards self-concept 'vis-..a-vis"mathematics. Low-ability students within
each group Were also found to have more anxiety about mathematics performance.

RESEARCHER'S CONCLUS NS:

"Mathematics self-concept and mathematics anxiety appear to be important
correlates of mathematics achievement. The implicationspf these findings
suggest that teaáhers must attend to self-concept enhancement and anxiety in
mathematics contexts."

The authors suggest that special attention be given to students in the middle
group and especially those at the lower end of this group, as they were found
to have the lowest self-concepts and highest anxiety. As these students are
less likelyAthan very high- or low-ability students to receive extra help
within many school structures, special,efforts should be made to help them.
Teachers should be aware that student attitudes toward teachers are an
important feature of all-over student attitude toward tath..

REVIEWER'S NOTES AND COMMENTS:

A copy of the article may be found in the backup file on Ability Grouping.

While these reSearchers accept ability grouping as A fact of life rather than
arguing for another alternative, they do acknowledge that certain ability
group placements seem to affect students adversely, and suggest various ways
that these negative effects might be mitigated.



SCHOOL EFFECTIVENESB PROJECT, ITEM REPORT

ITEM NUMBER: 204 LOCATION: RSE Project Files

REVIEWER: K. Cotton DATE REVIEWED: April 1981

CITATION:- Dewar, J. A. Grouping for arit etic in tion in sixth grade.
Elementary School Journal, 1963 63, 26 -269.

DESCRIPTORS: Ability Grouping, Mathematics, Intermediate Grades

SHORT TITLE: Dewar, 1963, Sixth Grade Ability Grouping

SM1MMED, REJECTEDYOR PROJECT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS

RELEVANT IRRELEVANTr FOR PRESENT PURPOSE

PRIMARY SOURCE X SECONDARY SOURCE DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

RATING OF QUALITY OF STUDY (for project-purposes):

AWeak) 1 2 [3] 4 5 (Strong)

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF RATING:

This study was well-executed.

SYNOPSIS:

a

This study sought to determine whether pupils who received arithmetic
instruction within a three-group ability grouping structure would show
significantly better achievement than those receiving instruction in a
traditional, whole-class setting. Four experimental (homogeneously grouped)
and four control (ungrouped) classes of'sixth graders comprised the sample.
The SAT arithmetic test results and teacher judgments were used to group
experimental students, and students were posttested with an alternative form
of the SAT arithmetic test. Teacher and student attitudes were gathered via a
questionnaire. Control itudents were grouped for statistical analysis, though
not for instruction.
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ITEM NUMBER: 204, SHORT TITLE: Dewar, 1963, Sixth Grade Ability Grouping

RESEARCHER'S FINDINGS:

Experimental G;oup 1 (the high-ability group) and 3 (the low-ability group)
, gained significantly over control students. There, was no significant
difference between experimental and Control Group 2.

The results of the teacher opinionnaire indicated,that the teachers could see
more and better learning occurring among experimental students (especially
Groups 1 and 3) and that the experimental students were more responsive to
arithmetic instruction.

Only the experimental students completed the student opinionnaire, and their
responses to receiving instruction in the homogeneous groups was extremely
positive.

RESEARCHER'S CONCLUSIONS:

This study presents evidence that this type of organization may have value.
Similar studies are needed to determine whether the value indicated by those
results is valid.

REVIEWER'S NOTES AND COMMENTS:

A copy of the study may be found in the backup file on Ability Grouping.

.1



SCHOOL EFFECTIVENESS PROJECT, ITEM REPORT

ITEM NUMBER: 205 LOCATION: RSE Project Files

REVIEWER: K. Cotton DATE REVIEWEDV April 1981

CITATION: Plewes, J. A. Mixed-ability teaching--a deterioration in
performande. Journal of Research in Science, 1979, 16, 229-236.

DESCRIPTORS: Ability Grouping, Sdience, Intermediate Grades

SHORT TITLE: Plewes, 1979, Mixed Ability Teaching

SKIMMED, REJECTED FOR PROJECT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS

RELEVANT IRRELEVANT FOR PRESENT PURPOSE

PRIMARY SOURCE X SECONDARY SOURCE DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

RATING OF QUALITY OF STUDY (for project purposes):

(Weak) 1 2 (3) 4 5 (Strang)

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF RATING:

This is a well-designed and condudted study.

SYNOPSIS:

This study was designed to determine the relative effects of homogeneous and
heterogeneous ability grouping on science achievement and student attitude and
to find out whether the effects of grouping strategy are related to either
teacher effectiveness or Student ability; One-hundred siXty 11- and 12-
year-old British students participated in the study during the 1974-75'school

year. The study began with the tudents being divided into four mixed-ability
tutorial groups. Two of the groups were then reordered into four homogeneous

ability groups. Homogeneous and heterogeneous groups received instruction for
half the chool year and were then reordered again--the homogeneously grouped
students were arranged heterogeneously and vice versa. Achievement and

'-attitude datm were gathered and data were analyzed to determine what
relationships existed between grouping, on the one hand, and student ability
and teacher effectiveness, on the other.
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ITEM NUMBER: 205 SHORT TITLE: Plewes, 1979, Mixed Ability Teaching

RESEARCHER'S FINDINGS:

Achievement: Although some pupils performed better in the mixed-ability
.

groups, the large majority improved their scores in the ,

homogeneous groups. The order in which the students participatd'
in the two kinds of groups made no difference. There were no
differences in comparative performance between the different,
levels of ability.

A,

Attitudel Students overwhelmingly preferred working in the homogeneous
groups.

In cases where the same teachers taught the same students in both settings,
teacher pprformance with these students was superior in the homogeneous
setting.

RESEARCHER'S CONCLUSIONS:

"It seems...that'the greater stress and effort required to organize and teach
mixed-ability classes do not reward the teacher with pupils who perform at a
higher level. Maybe social and long-term educational advantages more than
counteract this deterioration in immediate performance but these advantages
need to be carefully defined, measured, and studied before moving over
wholesale to mixed-ability methods.... A final point, Which emerges clearly
from this investigation, is that pupils themselves preferred being taught in
groups ordered by ability and this may have an important effect on their
performance. It has too easily been assumed in the past that pupils,
especially of lower ability, would prefers the mixed-ability situation. This
investigation throws doubts on this premise.'

REVIEWER'S NOTES AND COMMENTS:

A copy of the report is in the Group Size backup file.



SCHOOL EFFECTIVENESS PROJECT, ITEM REPORT-

ITEM NUMBER: 206

REVIEWER: K. dotton

LOCATION: RSE Project Files

DATE REVIEWED: April 1981

CITATION: Gabel, D. & Herron, J. D. The effects of g4ouping and pacing on
learning rate, attitude and retention in ISCS Classrooms. Journal
of Research in Science Teachingk 1977, 14, 385-399.

DESCRIPTORS: Ability Grouping, Group Size, Science, Intermediate Grades

SHORT TITLE: Gabel & Herron, 1977, Effects of Grouping and Pacing

SKIMMED, REJECTED FOR PROJECT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS

RELEVANT IRRELEVANT FOR PRESENT PURPOSE

PRIMARY SOURCE X SECONDARY SOURCE DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

RATING OF QUALITY OF STUDY (for project purposes):

(Weak) 1 2 3 [41 5 (Strong)

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF RATING:

This is a carefully designed and conducted study.

SYNOPSIS:

This study was designed to determine the effects of differentfgrouping and
pacing arrangements on learning rate, retention and attitude. The subjects
were 1,022 seventh grade students enrolled in Intermediate Science Curriculum
Study (ISCS) programs in rural and urban schools. Students were given mental
ability tests and then studied,the ISCS materials (1) alone, (2) with a
partner of siMi4ar ability or (3) with a partner of different ability; and
either (1) with ,imposed deadlines or (2) self-paced. Chapter, unit and

attitude ttte were administered. Data for rural and urban students were
analyzed separately.
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ITEM NUMBER: 206 -SHORT TITLE: Gabel & Herron, 1977, Effects of Grouping
and Pacing.

RESEARCHER'S FINDINGS:

.Learning Rate: Generally, city children who worked with a partner learned
more rapidly than those who worked alone; for rural children the oppoSite was
true. Rind of pacing had/Fto effect on the learning rate of rural children,
but for the urban children who worked alone, self-pacing increased their
learning rate. This was especially true for low- and middle-ability children.

Retention: For both rural and urban children, retention was improved if
learning was self-paced. Rural children who worked with a partner had better
retention; there was no difference for.urban.children. There were virtually
no differences in retention scores for self-paced students of the same mental
ability whether students worked alone or with partners.

Attitude: All students had a favorable attitude toward the ISCS program, with
urban,children having the most favorable attitudes. There was no significant
difference between the attitudes of children who had studied with deadlines or
self-pacing, Or between students who worked alone or with a partner.

RESEARCHER'S CONCLUSIONS:

High-ability students learn faster than low-ability students.

In general, students learn more effectively when they are allowed to pace
themselves than when they are given deadlines, thoUgh there are some
exceptions to this.

For low-ability students, working alone seems most beneficial -to learning
rate, but for some low-ability students working with a partner improved
retention. Low-ability students appear to benefit from self-paced learning.

REVIEWER'S NOTES AND COMMENTS:
,

A copy of the report 'may be found in the backup files on Ability Grouping and
on Group Size.

*These are selected from.the many pages of findings generated due to the study
having so many cells.
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ITEM NUMBER: 207 LOCATION: RSE Project Files

REVIEWER: K. Cotton DATE REVIEWED: April 1981

CITATIOh: Provus, M. M. Ability grouping in arithmetic. Elementary SchOol
Journal, 1960, 60, 391-398.

DESCRIPTORS: Ability Grouping, Mathematics, Intermediasie Grades

SHORT TITLE: Provus, 1960, Homewood Grouping Study

SKIMMED, REJECTED FOR PROJECT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS

RELEVANT IRRELEVANT FOR PRESENT PURPOSE

PRIMARY SOURCE X SECONDARY SOURCE DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

RATING OP QUALITY OP STUDY (for project purposes):

04eakr 1 2 f3l 4 5 (Strong)

DrSCUSSION OP RATING:

This study was wellstructured and conducted.

SYNOPSIS:

'oor

Thi&study coapared the effects of homogeneous and heterogeneous ability
grouping on the arithmetic achievement of students in grades 4, 5 and-6.
Nineteen classes participated, eight of which were heterogeneously glOuped and
eleven of which were grouped homogeneously. Students were pre- and

posttested using arithmetic subtests of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills, the
Metropolitan Achievement Teat and measures of attitude toward mathematics.
Teacher attitudes were also measured.
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ITEM NUMBER: - 207 SHORT TITLE: Provus, 1960, Homewood Grouping Study

RESEARCHER'S FINDINGS:

Comparing all homogeneously grouped students with all heterogeneously grouped
students revealed significantly greater achievement.growth on the part of the
,homogeneously grouped classes.

Comparing students by ability level revealed that homogeneously grouped high-
and middle-ability students performed better than heterogeneously grouped
students of similar ability levels. The fieterogeneously grouped low-ability
students, however, performed somewhat better than the,low-ability
homogeneously grouped students. The performance differences were
statistically significant only for the high-ability group.

There were no significant attitude differences between homogeneously and
heterogeneously grouped students.

There were no significant differencei in teacher attitude regarding student
progress, teaching satisfaction or responses to parent input. Teachers
indicated a desire to continue the program of ability grouping, though some
had reservationsk such as fear of discipline problems with slow groups, fear
that students migbt not be properly placed, etc.

RESEARCHER'S CONCLUSIONS:

Homogeneously grouped students were more familar with arithmetic concepts and
many children so grouped were more familiar with arithmetic fundamentals.

°...the'more competent pupils,profited most from ability grouping. The
average children may have profited slightly, and the slow learners may have
profited no more from ability grouping than they would have from a
heterogeneous class..

The attitude changes obeerved were unrelated to the kind of instructional
setting.

For the most part, teachers supported the program, and all expreased a desire
to teach homogeneous,classes the following year.

REVIEWER'S NOTES AND COMMENTS:

A copy of the article may be found in the backup file on Ability Grouping.
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ITEM NUMBER: 292 .LOCATION: NWREL Info. Center/ERIC MF

REVIEWER: K. Cotton DATE REVIEWED: March 1982

CITATION: Ward, G. Learning time and teaching for mastery. Occasional paper
No. 15. Hawthorn, Victoria, Australia: Australian Council,for
Educational Research, August 1979. (ERIC/EDRS No. ED 183 596)

DESCR/..PTORS:,

SHORT TITLE:

Mastery Learning, TiMe Factors (Learning), Mathematics,
Intermediate Grades

Ward, 19,9, Australian Math Study 4

SKIMMED, REjECTED FOR PROJECT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS

RELEVANT X IRRELEVANT FOR PRESENT PURPOSE

PRIMARY SOURCE X SECONDARY SOURCE

RATING OF QUALITY OF STUDY (for project purposes):

(Weak) 1 2 3

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF RATING:

DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

[4] 5 (Strong)

This is a well-designed and conducted small-scale study in which the findings
of previous research are corroborated.

SyNOPSIS:

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of a mastery learning
strategy on the required learning time,'achievement and retention of
students. Fifty-nine boys in grade 8 were divided into an experimental and a
control group; each of these groups was subdivided into higher-ability and
lower-ability studenti. All students studied three units of matrix algebra.
Both experimental and Control stUdents read instructions, noted the time when
they began wokking, studied at their own pace, responded to questions in,the
text, noted the time when they finished studying, and took a unit test.
Control students then moved on to the next unit, while experimental students
were required to restudy the material if they did not demonstrate mastery on,
the test. Tutoring was provided for students who did not achieve mastery
after taking the teit three times. Control students were required to restudy,
until maatery was achieved for Unit 3 only. All students took)a mummative
test at the end of the three-unit instructional period and a retention test
ten days later.
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ITEM NUMBER; 292 SHORT TITLE: Ward, 1979,,Australian Math Study

RESEARCHER'S-FINDINGS:

The experimental group scored significantly higher than the control group on
both the,sUmmative and retention tests. The treatment was equally effective
for both ability levels.

Test scores of the experimental group increased over the sequence; those of
the cOntrol group decfria; The-control group required more time to learn the
third unit to mastery than did the experimentaligroup. (Treatment aided the
learning efficiency (test scores/learning time)fand the retention of

.

low-abi ity students.
.

S.

RESEARCHEk'S CONCLUSIONS:

"The diagnostic reyiew procedure resulted in progressively higher achievement
scores over a series of hierarchical.,units and ia hi-gher summative and
retention test. scores; the efficiency of learning suCh units in terms of the
maq per unit became greater adross the iequence of.units; the time spent in
review declined across the units."

REVIEWER'S NOTES AND COMMENTS:

None.
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ITEM NUMBER- 297 LOCATION: NWREL Info. Center/ERIC MF

REVIEWER: K. Cotton DATE REVIEWED: March 1982

CITATION: Burrows, C. K., 6 Okey, J. R. The effects of a mastery learning
strategy on.achievement. Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of
the American Educational Research Association, Washington, D.C.,
March-April, 1975. (ERIC/EDRS No. ED 109 240)

DESCRIPTORS: Mastery Learning, Mathematics, Intermediate Grades

SHORT TITLE: Burrows 6 Okey, 1975, 4th 6 5th Grade Geometry Study

SKIMMED, REJECTED FOR PROJECT pURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS.

RELEVANT X IRRELEVANT FOR PRESENT PURPOSE

PRIMARY SOURCE X SECONDARY SOURCE DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

RATING OF QUALITY OF STUDY (for project purPoses):

(Weak) 1 2 3 [4] 5 (Stron0

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF RATING:

This study was well-designed and conducted. Treatment differences were
clearly specified and outcomes clearly_displayed.

SYNOPSIS:

This study examined the effects of four different instructional treatments on
the geometry achievement of intermediate lAvel students. Eighty-four students
from grades four and five were assigned to four groups and received
instruction in 14 geometry skill areas. Group 1 received instruction from the
14 skill booklets on an individual basis. Teacners clarified terms, answered
procedural questions and recorded student progress. Group 2 received the same
instruction as Group 1, supplemented by stated performance objectives for each

skill area. Group 3 received'the same basic'instruction ai the first two
groups, supplemented with sample test items for each skill. Students were
instructed to study the sample test items. Group 4 was instructed as Group,3
was, but they also took a diagnostic test after studying each skill booklet,
received,them back quickly, and received additional instrudtion as needed
until they demonstrated mastery. Instruction took place for 45 minutes daily

over a 14-day period. All students were tested at the end of the 14-skill
instructional series and again two4weeks later.
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ITEM NUMBER: 297 SHORT TITLE: Burrows & Okey, 1975, 4th and 5th
Grade Geometry Study

RESEARCHER'S FINDINGS:

"....Group 4 (the mastery strategy) scored significantly higher Chan.all.other
treatment groups. There were no significant differences in achievement among
the.first three groups... The same pattern.of findings as on.the posttest
held for the retention test given two'weeks later."

"Students of low mathematics aptitude who received the mastery treatment .

performed better (on the average) than high mathematics aptitude students in
the control group... Fourth graders.of low mathematicEvaptitude who received
the'mastery treatment scored as well on the posttest as fifth graders of high
mathematics aptitude in the contrail). group."

RESEARCHER'S CONCLUSIONS:

"Providing students with a combination of objectives, test items, diagnostic
tests and remediatiOn in conjunction wial an individualized mathematics
program -significantly altered achievement. The effectiveness of the
comprehensive mastery strateTK was significantly greater than the use of the
individual components of objectives, test items, or individualized materials.
It was with low aptitude students that the maetery) strategy was especially
beneficial."

"The findings strongly support Bloom's hypothesis that many students can
achieve at high levels if instruction is organized appropriately... The
results.:.support Collin's finding that a mastery strategy will have a
pronounced effect on pupil achievement when compared to instruction with no
(or limited) built-in provisions for diagnosis and remediation."

REVIEWER'S NOTES AND COMMENTS:

None.
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ITEM NUMBER: 300 LCCATION: NWREL Info: Center/ERIC MF

REVIEWER: K. Cotton DATE REVIEWED: March 1982

CITATION: Taylor, S. S. The effects of mastery/ adaptive mastery, and
non-mastery models on the learning of a mathematical task. Paper
presente- at e Annual Meeting of the American Educational
Research ssoc tion, Washington, D.C., March-April 1975.
(ERIC/ED ,No. D 106 145) '

DESCRIPTORS: Mastêry Learning, Time Factors (Learning), Mathematics,
Intemediate Grades

SHORT TITLE: Taylor, 1975, Adaptive Mastery

SKIMMED, REJECTED FOR PROJECT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS

RELEVANT X IRRELEVANT

PRIMARY SOURCE _4_ SECONDARY SOURCE

RATING OF QUALITY OF STftlY (for project purposes):

FOR PRESENT PURPOSE

(Weak) 1 2

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF RATING:

[3] 4

DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

5 (Btrong)

This wad a good etudy, although the researcher did not address the fact that
the non-mastery students did as well as either of the mastery groups,.

SYNOPSIS:

This study compared the effects of computer-based_instructional strategies on
achievement and retention in badic mathematics skill areas. Fifty-one
students in grade 7 were divided into three groups. One group was instructed
with a "typical mastery learning model,* which involved initial instruction,
followed by a fixed amount of practice. Formative tests were given and
appropriate correctives prescribed for each objective. Students took a
summative test and a retention test. The second group was instructed with' an
"adaptive mastery learning model," which was similar to the first model,
except that the amount of practice was varied according tO each student's

, performance on the practice items. In this approach, practice, formative
evaluation and remedial instruction were combined. The third group received
'instruction, Practice and took a summative test. No formative evaluation was
conducted and correctives were not provided. The study also examined the
differential,effects of two practice fOrtats--"clustered," 'in which students
received,all practice items relating to one objective consecutively; and
"mixed," in which stBdentS received all the practice items for several
objectives mixed together.
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relf

RESfARCHER'S FINDINGS:

There were no sighificant differences among groups either on the posttest or
the retention test. -The adaptive mastery strategy required less time than-the
other strategies to produce the same results. There were-no differences in
effects produced by the clustered and mixed practice. formats.

RESEARCHER'S CONCLUSIONS:

°In summary, the results of the present study indicate that the adaptive
mastery learning model produced the same high level of perfotmance as the
rother two models, but required less time, fewer practice items, and minimized
overpractice. In addition, the adaptive mastery learning model more readily
adjusts to the difficulty of the objective. Thus, it Was concluded that the
use of student performance on practice items is an effective and-efficient
means of predicting mastery."

REVIEWER'S NOTES AND COMMENTS:

None.
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ITEM NUMBER: 323 LOCATION: NWREL Info. Center/ERIC MF

REVIEWER: K. Cotton DATE REVIEWED: June 1982

CITATION: Emmer, E. T. EffeCtive management in junior high mathematics
classrooms. Austin, TX: Research and Development Center. for
Teacher Education, Texas University, March 1981. (ERIC/EDRS No.

ED 206 448)

DESCRIPTORS: Mathematics, Intermediate Grades, Teacher Behavior

SHORT TITLE: Emmer, 1981, Jr. High Math Study

SKIMMED, REJECTED FOR PROJECT PURPOSES NO ANALYSIS

RELEVANT X IRRELEVANT FOR PRESENT PURPOSE

PRIMARY SOURCE X SECONDARY SOURCE

RATING OF QUALITY OF STUDY (for project purposes):

(Weak) 1 2 3 (4) 5 (Strong)

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF #ATING:

DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

This was a well-done observational study which clearly correlates teacher
behaviors with student outcomes.

SYNOPSIS:

This is a report of the mathematics.subsample of the large-scale Junior High
Classroom Organizational Study conducted by Texas R&D Center staff. In the

math study 26 teachers of grades 7 and 8 were observed in order to gather data
on effective and ineffective instructional and management techniques. Over

the course of the school year, each teacher was observed opproximately 20
times, with the most frequent observation taking place during the first three
weeks of the school year. Data on student behavior were also gathered and

recorded during'-observation periods. Teacher and student behavior were
analyzed in relation to student achievement on a 78-item multiple choice test
given at the end of the school year, and in relation to student attitude, as
measured by a 15-item rating scale.

C u
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RESEARCHER'S FINDINGS:

Teachers were divided into two grOups--effective and ineffective managers--as
determined through management criteria applied to their classroom behavior and
through analysis of student achievement and attitude data.

The more effective managers emphasized preventive measures for handling'
inappropriate behavior, and were less likely to ignore.such behavior when it

, occurred. These teachers were also more proactive in eliciting desired
behavior.

The more effective teachers were better at communicating clearry and were more
able to design instruction and to accommodate differences in student
abilities. They were more open and receptive to Student input.

The effective managers had a clear set of rules and procedureS And enforced
these consistently from the beginning of the school year.

RESEARCHER'S CONCLUSIONS

None drawn. The discussion of findings is followed by cfse study reports on
two of the participating teachers,

REVISWER'S NOTES AND COMMENTS:

None.
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REVIEWER: K. Cotton DATE REVIEWED: June 1982

CITATION: Fisher, M. A. A remedial math program in a secondary school.
Tampa, FL: Nova University, March 1981. (ERIC/EDRS No. ED 204 146)

DESCRIPTORS: Mathematics, Intermediate Grades, Inservice Teacher Education

SHORT TITLE: j?isher, 1981, Remedial Math

SKIMMED, REJECTED FOR PROJECT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS

RELEVANT X IRRELEVANT iOR PRESENT PURPOSE

PRIMARY SOURCE X SECONDARY SOURCE DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

RATING OF QUALITY OF STUDY (for project purposes):

(Weak) 1 2 [3] 4 5 (Strong)

#

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF RATING:

This was a well-designed and evalaated practicum project.

SYNOPSIS:

This study 'was designed to determine the degree of academic improvement

produced through implementation of a remedial mathetatics program for seventh,
graders. Participants were 75 Students whose tett scores indicated a need for
remedial instruction. These students received instruction in the Intuitive
Math Program, a compensatory education program which involved: (1) a
diagnostic/prescriptive teaching apprbach; (2) instruction which was directed
toward the Skills to be tested on the program's criterion referenced test;
(3) emphasis on probleR solving; and (4) instruction 'in test-taking skills.
Program teachers participated in inservice sessions which familiarized them
with the program and with additional resources to use during its operation.
At the end of the school year criterion referenced tests Were administered to
all participating studentS.
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RESEARCHER'S FINDINGS:

Eighty-seven percent of the participating students demonstrated mathematics
achievement sufficiehtly high to enable them to leave the compensatory
education program: All but three participants aOhieved the program objective
of increasing their test scores by one month'per month of instruction.

RESEARCHER'S CONCLUSIONS

"It is concluded that the Intuitive Math.Fiogram integrated with the
Individual Approach is beneficial to students with basic mathematical
problems..

REVIEWER'S NOTES AND COMMENTS:

None.
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LOCATION: NWREL Info. Center/ERIC MF
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CITATION: Miller, P. A. The effects of behavior model analysis on teachers'
behaviors during Olence activity lessons. Paper presented,at the
Annual Meeting offthe National Association for Research in Science
Teaching. /Ellenville, NY: NARST, April 1981. (ERIC/EDRS No. ED
202 740)

DESCRIPTORS: Science, Teacher Behaviors

SHORT TITLE: Miller, 1981, Science Teaching Behaviors

SKIMMED, REJECTED FOR PROJECT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS

RELEVANT X N IRRELEVANT FOR PRESENT PURPOSE

PRIMARY SOURCE X SECONDARY SOURCE DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

RATING OF QUALITY OF STUDY (foi project purposes):

(Weak) 1 2 131 4 5 (Strong)

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF RATING:

This study was well done and convincingly demonstrates the relationship
between specific teaching approaches and student achievement,

SYNOPSIS:

In thie study the effects of teacher training strategies on teacher behavior
'during science activity lessons and on student achievement were investigated.
Forty-three preservice teachers were divided into three groups. All groups
received instruction in effective approaches to conducting science activity
lessons. Two groups then viewed and analyzed videotaped model activity
lessons using an observation scale developed for this study, and received
additional instruction and materials regarding effective teaching methods.
All participating teachers were observed while conducting science activity
lessons and their teaching behaviors were recorded. The elementary; middle
school and secondary students receiving instruction from these teachers were
pre- and posttested with tests based on the lesson objectives.

Instructional content presented to experimental teachers included how to
introduce a new science activity lesson, how to give directions clearly and
logically, how to manage the utt of laboratory equipment; bow to manage
classroOm activities and how to summarize the lesson meaningfully.
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RESEARCHER'S FINDINGS:

Experimental group teachers were found to display significantly more of the
teaching behaviors demonstrated to be effective than did controrteachers.
Students of experimental teachers evidenced significantly higher achievement
than those of control teachers.

RESEARCHER'S CONCLUSIONS

°This study offers empirical evidence to the trainers of preservice science
teachers that model analysis training strategies can significantly influence
the acquisition of teaching behaviors...positive corre tions
between...teaching behaviors ands-pupil achievement suppo [the
appropriateness of the behaviors taught].

REVIEWER'S NOTES AND COMMENTS:

None.
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LOCATION: NWREL Info. Center/ERIC MF

REVIEWER: K. Cotton DATE REVIEWED: June 1982

CITATION: 7Szetela, W. The eff,cts of using hand calculatorS in the learning
of mathematics ingrades three to eight. Vancouver, BC:
Educational Research Institute of British Columbia, 1981.
(ERIC/EDRS No. 201 502)

DESCRIPTORS: Mathematics

SHORT TITLE: Szetela, 1981, Calculator Study

SKIMMED, REJECTED FOR PROJECT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS

RELEVANT X IRRELEVANT FOR PRESENT PURPOSE,

PRIMARY SOURCE X SECONDARY SOURCE DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

RATING OF QUALITY OF STUDY (for project purposes):

(Weak) 1 2 [3] 4 5. (Strong)

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF RATING:

This study was well designed and carried out.

SYNOPSIS:

The study reported in to1413 document involved providing mathematics instruction
supplemented by calculators to 116 students in grades five, 'six and seven in

,order to determine the effects of such instruction on mathematics

achievement. All students were given a pretest on computational skills,
followed by,an eight-week instructional period which included the use of

calculators. Students were divided into two groups for the two-part posttest,

with ope group using calculators and one group using paper and pencil for part
one, and then changing to the other computational mode for part two.
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RESEARCHER'S FINDINGS:
.

Both groups of students perforMed equally well'on matcomparisonsion the
posttest whether they used, calculators OtNkaper and pencil to.perform
computations. -The calculator mode was favored significantly in a few of the
comparisons.

A parallel study by the same researcher, which is'referenced butt not detailed,
involved .students in' grades 3, 5, 7 and 8. This Study offers further evidence
that calculator use does not impair students' ability to perform computations
usin$ pap4r and pencil.

1

RESEARCHER'S CONCLUSIONS

"This study, the comparison study,'previous studies by the investigat6r, and
studies in general provide not a shred of evidence that use of calculators has
harmful effects, at least over.short runs. More studies over long periods of
time are needed as are studies in Which curricula have been specially designed

, to fully exploit advantages provided by the tool that is so widely used in
everyday life."

Q

REVIEWER'S NOTES AND COMMENTS:

None.
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REVIEWER: K. Cotton
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DATE REVIEWED. June 1982

CITATION: Daruwalla, A.N. The effectiVeness of the newspaper as an
instructional tool to teach s venth %rade mathematics classes.
Memphis, TN:-Memphi pniverpkty, 1979. (ERIC/EDR$ No.

ED, 199 046)

DESCRIPTORS: Mathematics, Intermediate Gradeso.

SHORT TITLE: Daruwalla, 1979, Newspaper in Math Instruction

SKIMMED, REJECTED FOR PROJECT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS

RELEVANT X IRRELEVANT FOR PRESENT PURPOSE

PRIMARY SOURCE X SDOONDARY SOURCE DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

RATING OF QUALITY OF STUDY (for p

(Weak) 1

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF ATING:

2

purposes):

4 5 (Strong)

This study was well execUted and supports the use of thetnewspaper as an
instructional aid.

SYNOPSIS:
1

CZ1
In this study each of thrie-tfachers taught one seventh grade mathematics
class using the conventional textbook only, and a Second class in which use of
aie textbook was supplemented bi.use of the newspaper. Instruction took place
over a period of six weeks, during *which teachers used "mathematics class
cards* supplied by the local newspaper in their experimental classrooms.
These caTds outlined activities related to evetyday items selected from the
newspaper, together with instructions on how to conduct each skill-building

activity. Instruction focused on fractiona, decimals, averages and currency.
The 157 participating students took a mathematics subtest of the Iowa Mat of
Basic Skills at the completion of instruction.

3
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ITEM NUMBER:. 327 SHORT TITLE: Daruwalla, 1979, Newspaper in Math
Instruction

RESEARCHER'S FINDINGS:

Students. receiving thee newspaper supplemented instructign performed .
significantly better op the posttest than students.receiving 'only the textbook
4pstruction.

There were no significant achievement differences between males and females.

RESEARCHER'S CONCLUSIONS

"The findings from this study support the need to relate new concepts taught
to the studentb' daily experienceS...there is an important place for the
newspaper ln,the school curriculum to teach abstract mathematical concepts."

7

REVIEWER'S,NOTES:AND COMMENTS:

None.
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CITATION: Daume, R. J. Effects of type of junior high schoOl science program
on science content achievement and science process achievement.
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DESCRIPTORS: Science, Intermediate Grades

SHORT TITLE: Daume, 1980, Science Content and Process

SKIMMED, REJECTED FOR PROJECT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS ,

RELEVANT X IRRELEVANT FOR PRES,...PURPOSE,

PRIMARY SOURCE X SECONDARY SOURCE DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

RATING OF QUALITY OF STUDY (for project _purposes):

'(Weak) 1 [2] 3 4 5 (Strong)

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF RATING:

There.is no indication of the relationship between the tests used'and the
content"of the'"traditional" programs.

SYNOPSISi

T

This study compared the effects of traditional sciende instruction with tho,
of the Intermediate Science Curriculum Study (ISCS), a junior high sCience
program which gives special emphasis to the processes of scientific inquiry
'as well as presenting the udual'science cOurse content for this level. The
100 subjects7-50 ISCS and 50 who had received traditional instruction--were
randomly selected from the population of science students in twO junior high
school. All were ninth graders and had been taught by their respective types
of programs for threeconsecutive years. Subjects completed a science subtest
of the Comprehensive Test of-Besic Skills and the SRA Achievement Series.
Scores of ISCS students pnd control students were compared to determine their
relative.proficiency in scienCe'content and process.
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ITEM NUMBER: 328 SHORT TITLE:, Daume, 1980, Science Content and Process

RESEARCHER'S FINDINGS:

There were no significant differences between ISCS and traditionally
instructed students in terms of achievement in science content achievement or
science process achievement.

RESEARCHER'S CONCLUSIONS

r

"Within the context of tis study,: thetype of science program seems to have a
Very small relationship to science content or sciende process achievement..

REVIEWER'S NOTES AND COMMENTS:

None.
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CITATION: Peterson, P. L. et al., Individual characteristics and childrens'
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Report from tile Project on Studies of Instructional Programming for
the Individual Student. Madison, WI: Wisconscin University, R&D
Center for Individualized Schooling, 1980. (ERIC/EDRS No.
ED 196 558)

DESCRIPTORS: Mathematics,,Intermediate Grades, Gawping (Instructional
Purposes)

SHORT TITLE: Peterson, et al., 1980, Large and Small Group Math

SKIMMED, REJECTED FOR PROJECT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS

RELEVANT, X IRRELEVANT FOR PRESENT PURPOSE

PRIMARY SOURCE X SECONDARY BOURCE : DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

RATING OF QUALITY OF,STUDY (for project purposes):

(Weak) 1 2 [3] 4 5 (Strong)

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF RATING:

This 6mall-scale studi-was well done, although, as the 'researchers noted,
results Were Somewhat influenced by the same teacher6' uses of different
formats.

SYNOPSIS:

This study examined the relationship between instructional group size and
student achievement, retention and attitudes. Ninety-three fourth and fifth
graders in four classes were surveyed to determine their preferences for
instructional group size. Half of the students who preferred*all group
instruction were placed in small,group settings and half were placed in large
.group formats. Those who preferred large group instruction were similarly
assigned. During tne two-week instructional period classes were observed and
teacher and student clasStoom behaviors were recorded._ At the end of the
instructional period students were tested for achievement in attitude toward
the unit, ana were later tested for retention.

'
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RESEARCHER'S FINDINGS:

SHORT TITLE: Peterson, et al., 1980, Large and Small
Group Math

Both low- and high-ability students performed better in the-small group format '
than in the large group format. Results were reversed for middle-ability
children. Whether preference of .instructiopal format was matched or
mismatched with actual instructional format did not affect achievement,.
attitude.or retention. On-task classroom behavior was observed more.,
frequently among those students who were taUght in accordance with their
instructional format preferences.

RESEARCHER'S CONCLUSIONS

Conclusions have to do with the general phenomenon Of aptitude-treatment
effects.

REVIEWER'S NOTES AND COMMENTS:

None.
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DESCRIPTORS: Mathematics, Intermediate Grades

SHORT TITLE: SEDL Rx, 1979yR&D Speaks in Math

SKIMMED, REJECTED FOR PROJECT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS

RELEVANT X IRRELEVANT FOR PRESENT PURPOSE

PRIMARY SOURCE SECONDARY SOURCE X

RATING OF-QUALITY OF STUDY (for project purposes):

(Weak) , 2 \[3]

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF RATING:

DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

(Strong)

This is a uSeful review of findings concerning math skills, subskills, problem
areas and inetructional aids.

SYNOPSIS:

This is the report of seminar activities sponsorAd-by the Southwest
Educational Development Laboratory. The portions of the report which are most
relevant to project concerns are the research summaries prepared and presented
by Dr. MarilYn Suydam and by,Dr. Edmund Emmer. 'Dr. Suydam's paper reviewed
the research on:four isued in junior high mathematics instruction: math
anxiety., diagnosis, remediation and problem solving. Dr. Emmer's paper
reviews research on effective classroom management practices in junior high

mathematics classes. As the latter has been described in another Item Report
(No. 323), this abstract,'Will focus on the findings summarized by Dr. Suydam.

*
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RESEARCHER'S FINDINGS:

'Math Anxiety:. Little well-designed research has been conducted on math
anxiety. The small base of information which exists suggests that this
condition can be reduCed by clearly communicating to the student what ià tO be
learned.

Diagnosig: Research indicates that the best process for diagnosing student
weaknesses in_mathematics involves ertoranalysis, conduCted through uSe of
one or more of the following: standardized tests, interviews, teacher-made
testa, analysis of dailY work, observation of student behaviors or analysis of
records.

Remediation: Studies Show that successful remediation programs are those
which are well-planned and continuous. Findings are unclear about the use of
matIvlabs for remediation. Use of manipulatable materials is not harmful and
is effective with about one-half of students requiring remediation. Tutoring
can be helpful but tutors--especiall adult tutors--require training.

Problem Solving: Proven ways to enhance problem solving skills include:
providing adequate time, teaching a variety of'problem solving strategies,
using sharply focused questions, matching the level ofsdifficulty of problems
to eachstudent's ability level, using manipulatable materials, presenting a
variety of kinds of problems, using "real-life" aids such as the newspaper,
and teaching students to detect their own errors and correct them.

Research on the effects of calculators with students indicates that they can
be helpful, but that teachers must exercise discretion in teaching students
how and when to use them.

RESEARCHER'S CONCLUSIONS

None drawn.

REVIEWER'S NOTES AND C(MMENTS:

None.
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CITATION: Nivette, J. D. Project R3 Mathematics Program-SB-90 Readinit,
Program. Evaluation Summary, 1977-78. San Jose, CA: San Joise

Unified School District, 1979. (ERICADRS No. ED 183 380)

DESCRIPTORS; Mathematics# Reading, Jr. High Schools

SHORT TITLE: Nivette, 1979, Math and Reading Evaluation

SKIMMED, REJECTED FOR PROJECT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS

RELEVANT X IRRELEVANT FOR PRESENT PURPOSE

PRIMARY SOURCE X 'SECONDARY SoURCE DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

RATING OF QUALITY OF STUDY (for project purposes):

(Weak) (1] 2 3 4 5 (Strong)

"BRIEF DISCUSSION OF RATING:

SYNOPSIS:

This program appeared successful, but information on program content is too
sparse to"enable us tb know how these successes were achieved. The evaluation
involved no control group..
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CITATION: Saunders, R. L. Yeany, R. H. The effects of diagnosis,
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the annual meeting of -the National Association for Research kr:
Science Teaching, Atlanta, GA, March 1979. (ERIC/EDRS No. ED 174
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DESCRIPTORS: Science, Intermediate Grades, Mastery Learning

SHORT TITLE: Saunders 4 Yeany, 1979, 7th Grade Science Study

SKi44ED, REJECTED FOR PROJECT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS

RELEVANT X IRRELEVANT FOR PRESENT PURPOSE

PRIMARY SOURCE X SECONDARY SOURCE DISSERTATION ABSTRACT'

RATING OF QUALITY OF STUDY (for project purposes):

(Weak) 1 2 (3]

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF RATING;

4 5 (Strong)

This stUdy was odeSt in scope, but convincingly deMonstrated some advantages
to the diagnostic/remedial approach for science instruction.-

SYNOPSIS:

This study was designed to determine the effects of three levels of
instruction on the science achievement, retention and attitudes of middle
school children. Three classes of seventh graders each received pne of three
kinds of instruction for 55 minutes during each school day. Group 1, the
control group, was given 27 objectives, followed by three weeks of
instruction, the first summative test, two more weeks of instruction, and then
the second summative test. Two weeks later a retention test was
administered. Group 2 was Similarly treated, except that diagnostic measures
wore administered following each set of five objectives. These measures were
corrected and returned by the teacher. Students not mastering an objective
took second, parallel diagnostic measure. Group 3 received the same

treatments Group 2, except that students failing to master objectives on
the first diagnostic measure received remedial assignments to complete before
taking the second diagnostic measure. Attitude measures were administered.
Data produced from these activities were analyzed in relation to student race
and locus of control "type" as determined from additional measures
administered.
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ITEM NUMBER: 332 SHORT TITLE: Saunders 4 Yeany, 1979, 7th Grade Science
Study

RESEARCHER'S FINDINGSL

There Were no significant summative acAievetent differences attributed to
treatment approach or to locus type. Both diagnosis-only and
diagnosis/remediation studenta (G oaps:2 and,3) had significantly higher
retention scores than control atUdents. Internal locus of control (LOC)
studenti retained more than external LOC students, and white students retained
significantly more than black ,students. All students in Ole study had
.positive attitudea; therewere no significant differences among the groups'on
attitude measures.

RESEARCHER'S CONCLUSIONS

°The use of diagnoatic-pxescriptive teaching method can...lead to two
benefits: (1) an increase in studentsyretained achievement, and (2) the
development of a system and materials that will lead to an increase in teachr
effiCacy.!

REVIEWER'S NOTES AND COMMENTS:

None.
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DESCRIPTORS: Science, Mathematics, Intermediate Grades, Mastery Learning

SHORT TITLE:- Haertel, 1978, NSF Review

.SKIMMED, REJBCTED FOR PROJECT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS

RELEVANT X IRRELEVANT FOR PRESENT PURPOSE'

PRIMARY SOURCE SECONDARY SOURCE X

RATING OF QUALITY OF STUDY (for project purposes):

DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

(Weak) 1 2 I3J 4 5 (Strong) -

, BRIEF DISCUSSION OF RATING:

The review on instructional methods is only a small,part of a large review on
science teaching, learning and programs. As such, it provides a good overview
but is neither extensive nor detailed.

SYNOPSIS:

This literature review begins with an analysis of literature on the
characteristics of ar1y adolescent learners, then presents findings on
teacher preparation, the efficacy of junior high and middle school
organization, the state Of the art in math and science instruction, and data
on the effectiveness of Oifferent instruCtional approaches to instruction for
students of this age group. The next section of this abstract is concerned
with the findings emerging from the research on instructional methods.
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ITEM NUMBER: 333 SHORT TITLE: Haertel, 1978, NSF Reyiew

RESEARCHER'S FINDINGS:

Science Instruction. Findings offered no firm empirical basis' for the use of
behaVioral objectives.° Studies of general instructional approaches (e.g.,
mastery learning, individualized instruction, instructional pacing) offer no
strong support fOr any one approach. Science achievement and attitudes toward
science have been shown to improve in response of activities such as"trips to
zoos, planetariums and museums.

Mathematics Instruction. Mastery learning has been shown to be Ireety effective
in enhancing the mathematics'achievement of middle/junior high SchoOl
students. ,Mastery learning has also been found to enhance-attitudes toward
mathematics. ;Research has not established t.he superiority of either ability
grouping ot whole class instruction for mathematics.

RESEARCHER'S CONCLUSIONS

Recommendations for research and practice are offered.

7=4

REVIEWER'S NOTES AND COMMENTS:
0

The report which includes this review is excellent. It includes a wealth of
ihforMe'tion on meth and science instrUction, together with an extensive
bibliography. The bibliography may be found in the backup file on
Intermediate Level MathematicA and Science Instruction.
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1976. (ER/C/EDRB No. ED 140 495)

DESCRIPTORS: Mathematics, Reading, Intermediate Grades, ComPuter Assisted
Instruction

SHORT TITLE: Lysiek, et al., 1976, Title I CAI

SKIMMED, REJECTED FOR PROJECT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS

RELEVANT X IRRELEVANT FOR PRESENT PURPOSE

PRIMARY SOURCE X SECONDARY SOURCE DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

RATING OF QUALITY OF STUDY (for project purposes):

(Weak) 1 2 [31 4

BRIEY DISCUSSION OF RATING:

This was a well-donir and well-documented evaluation.

SYNOPSIS:

5 / (Strong') (

This report 'presente results of an evaluation of a CAI program in reading and
mathematics in ight elementary school's and four middle schools. Title I
participants in these schools Kacticed reading and math skilIe for ten

. Minutes each, every day during the school yeak. The program consipted of
,sequenced strands in reading, mathematics and language arts: and wai dedigned
to assist teachers to individualize student instruction. Other Title I
students in the area who received non-CAa supplementary instruction in.math
and reading served as the control group. At the elementary schools, hall of
each class worked at the. CAI centr terminals'for 20 mintues of each class
while the res4d seetwork; they thn changed places. Printouts were checked
weekly and ih dual lessons were dlydloped. Middle schdol organizational
patterns differed slightly, but instrudtion was delivered and progress checked
in mmentially the same way. Tacher abd student opinions were surveyed, and
studAlts took etandardized math and reading teats.

4'
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ITEM NUMBER: 334 SHORT TITLE: Lfrsiak, et 1976, Title I CAI

RESEAiCHER'S FINDINGS:

Results differed for the drfterent grade levels of participants, but generally
speaking, CAI and control programs were,equally effective in producing reading
gains. Mathedatics gains generally favored CAI students'.

Elementary teachers perceived CAI as beneficial tcestudent achievement; middle
school teachers were moderately supportive of the practice. Student

4
questionnaire responses indicated that s$tudents enjoyed CAI drill and practice
and felt that

)

it helped them to achieve at a higher level.

1

RESEARCHER'SCONCLUSIONS

"The CompUter Aasisted Instruction AC.A.I.).Program was very successful ih/--
. .

terms of student achieVement."

REVIEWER'S NOTES AND COMMENTS:

-None.
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SCHOOL EFFECTIVENESS PROJECT, ITEM.REPORT

ITEM'NUMBER:, .335

REVIEWERi K. Cotton

LOCATION: NWREL Info. Center/Periodicals

DATE REVIEWED: June 1182-

CITATION: Yoshida, H. Effectd of drill practice on aptitudedpi the ledrning
Of mathematics. Journal of Educational Psychology, 1980, 72,
706-715.

DESCRIPTORS:. Mathematics, Intermediate Grades, Individualized Instruction

SHORT iITLE: Yoshida, 1980, Effects of Drill Practice

SKIMilED-, REJECTED FOR PROJECT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS

/J, RELEVANT X IRRELEVAN FOR PRESENT PURPOSE

PRIMARYSOMK:E. X SECONDARY SOURCE DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

RATING OF QUALITY OF STUDY (foi project purposes):

(Weak) 1 - 2 [3] 4 (Strong)

BRIEF, DismsproN OF RATING.:
M

"This was a good short-term study
'detailed,

SYNOPSIS:,

with data and analysis procedures clearly

The purpose of this study wad to determine trib effecte on achieveMent produced
by three different practice formats in mathematics 1-0truction. Subjects were

135 Japanese.fourth graders who were learning long diviaton4 ,They were
pretested and then divided Anto five sudgroups according to theit'ability

.level, as revealed by'the.test. For the next five days, the students received
drill Practice in one of three formatshe'format, the "branching" type,
subjects firet received problems at a difficulty level matched with their
ability level,' and the problems given thern each day were selected based on
teir perforMance on the previous day's.drills. In the "miXed" type, Students

, Are given a sequence of'problems over the five days work. 'In the "fixed"
type, a'series of problems selected from different diffiCulty levels were
given to'the stUdentS, regardless of. those students' ability Ieveld. Students
wore postpsted ai the end of the drill period. 'T

79
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ITEM NUMBER: 34,5 SHORT TITLE: Yoshida, 1980, Effects of Drill Pi-actice

RESEARCHER'S FINDINGS:

The results indicated that drill practice Was effective fsr learnera,ofall
ability levels and that the fixed type, in which individalization was 7:!

ignored, produced greater gains than the branching type, which was adaptive to
a'learner's ability, or the mixed type, which was composed of both the other
types of drill practice..."

"...drill praCtice less adaptive to learner aptitude was an effectiVe praCtice
for learners drilled with 'problems abdve their ability."

RESEARCHER'S CONCLUSIONS

Several speculations were okfered to explain the results which were obtained.

REVIEWER'S NOTES AND COMMENTS:

i

It i should be noted that this study replicated findings'from a similaily : -

st uCtured study conducted by the same researcher. A .copy of the report may
be found in the baCkup file,on Intermediate LeVel Math And SCience.
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SCHOOL EFFECTIVENESS PROJECT, ITEM REpORT

ITE1JOMBER: 336,

REVIEWER: K. Cotton

rr

LOCATION: NWREL Center/Periodicals,

DATE REVIEWED: June 1982

CITATION: Ebmeier, H., & Good, T. L. The effects of instructing teachers
about good teaching on the mathematics achievement of fourth grade
students. American Educational Research Journal, 1979, 16 (1),
1-16.

DESCRIPTORS: Mathematics, Inter ddiate Grades, Direct Instruction, Inservice
Tpacher Aducation

4,

SHORT TITLE: Ebmeier & Good, 1979, Effects of Inservice

SKIMMED, REJECTED FOR PROJECT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS

RELEVANT X IRRELEVANT' FOR PRESENT PURPOSE

PRIMA= SOURCE X SECONDARY SOURCE DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

RATING OF QUALITY OF STUDY (for project purposes): ,

(Weak) 1 2 3 [4] 5 (Strong)
, \

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF RATING:

Itls study was well designed and Conducted. As well aS convincingly
demonstrating the effects of the experimental model, various interaction,
effecte are noted and,explicated.

, .

SYNOPSIS:

This study was designed to determine what effects on student achievement might
be obtained if teachers were exposed to information on proven instructional
practices. The subjects were 39 fourth grade mathematics teacherS, 19 of whom
served as controls and 20 of whom participated in a training program designed

. to inforn them about effective instructional practices with intermediate level
students-in mathematics. Data on teacher and student affective
characteristics were gathered,via surVey instruments EO .see how these-might
relate to teacher training or lack of such training. The study took place
over the course of a school year. Students were pretested at the beginning of
the year, postteated at the end, and observors recorded information on,ttle
plassrooM behavior of exPerimental and control teachers. The program in which
experimental teachers participated,encouraged teachers to adopt the following
six instructional.practicess (1) to devote approximately 20 minutes per cleat;
period to developing conceptual understanding of mathematics; (2)- to.assign
and grade student homework; (3) td ask more "product" (factual) questions and
fewer "process" (coriceptual) questions; (4) to assign only 10-15 minates per
day of seatwork and to keep students op,task and check their work; (5) to
conduct weekly and monthly class reviews, of material covered; arid (6) to

monitor the rate of covering material and increase that rate wh n feasible.
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ITEM NUMBER: 336 SHORT TITLE: Ebmeier t Good, 1979, Effects of Inservice

RESEARCHER'S FINDIMS:

StUdents of experimental group teachers, whedltaken as a group, had
significantly higher achievement at the end of the'school year than students
of control teachers. Students with a history of low Mathematics achievement
made the greatest'gains of all in the classes of experimental group teachers.

--/
Interactions among student_characteristics, teacher characteristics and
treatment/no treatment are described at length.

RESEARCHER'S CONCLUSIONS

"The direCt instruction model used in this study proved effective and
subStantiatbd earlier" reviews of correlational research and the findings of
[other researchers]. The ihrge main effect produced by threxperimental
treatment in this study lends supportto the direct in6truction paradigm...and
to the contention that teachers can and do make A difference in student
learning."

Recommendations are mlie fOr future research designs.

REVIEWER'S NOTES AND COMMENTS:

A copy of the article may)ae found in the Intermediate Math and Science backup
file.
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SCHOOL EFFECTIVENESS PROJECT, ITEM REPORT

ITEM NUMBER: 337 LOCATION: NWREL Info. Ce ter/Periodicals

REVIEWER K. Cotton DATE REVIEWED: ,June 1982

CITATION: Dekkers, J. Student cognitive and activity preference orientations
in the inquiry science program, "FAST:" Studies in Educational
Evaluation, 1979, 5, 223.230.

DESCRIPTORS: Science, Intermediate Grades

SHORT TITLE: Dekkers, 1979, FAST and Student Preferences

SKIMMED, REJECTED FOR PROJECT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS X

RELEVANT IRRELEVANT X FOR PRESENT PUR'POSE

)
PRIMARY SOURCE SECONDARY SOURCE DISSERTATION ABSTRACW

RATING OF,QUALITY OF STUDY (for project pUrposes):

(Weak) 1 2 3 4 5 (Strong)

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF RATING:

SYNOPSIS:

This study sought to determine if and to what extent, the achievement of the \
goals of the FAST instructional program 413 congruent with the learning styles \

and preferences Of program students.HAs such,,it is somewhat off-purpose for
the present project. N,
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ITEM NUMBER: 337 SHORT TITLE: Dekkers, 1979, FAST and Student Preferences

RiSEARCHER'S FINDINGS:

RESEAR6HER'S CONCLUSIONS

REVLEKER'S NOTES AND COMMENTS:
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ITEM NUMBER: 338
4

LOCATION: NWREL /nfo. Center/Periodicals

REVIEWER: K. Cotton DATE REVIEWED: June 1982

CITATION: Madike, F. U. Teacher preparation and student achievements An
experimental Compariion of miqroteaching with a traditional
approach. Journal of Educational Psychology, 1980, 72, 866-874.

DESCRIPTO Mathematics, Intermediate Grades, Teacher preparation-Programs

ITLE: 1980,.Microte4ching Study

SKIMMED, REJECTED FOR PROJECT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS

RELEVANT X IRRELEV* FOR PRESENT PURPOSE

PRIMARY SOURCE X t SECONDARY SOURCE DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

RATING OF QUALITY OF STUDY (for project purposes):

(Weak) 1 2 3 [I] 5 (Strong)

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF RATING:

404

1This study was well designed and conducted; it convincingly demonstrates the -11
efficacy of microteaching in teachez preparation programs. .

SYNOPSIS:

This study investigated the effects on student achievement resulting from two
types of teacher preparation and from a no-preparation approach. Thirty-six
Nigerian student teachers participated. In the first part of the4ptudy 12 of
these teachers received five weeks of microteaching instruction and experience
in nine skill areas: closure, stimulus variation, reinforcement, illuatrating,
and use of examples, recognizing attending behavior, silence and nonverbal
cues, and cueing. In addition to instruction and practice, these teachers
also viewed videotapes of their classroom performance, received supervisor
critiques, and were given the opportunity to,repeat work in each area until
the skill waLmastered. A second group of 12 student teachers were
apprenticed,lin groups, to experienced teachers during the samefive-week
period. They observed, asked quettions, periodically taught lespons and
recived supervisor feedback. A third (control) group of 12 student teachers
were not given any specific preparation. In the second part of the study all
36 student teachers spent another five weeks teaching mathematics to classes
of 16 seventh grade students of varying ability levels. Observors rated
teachers' classroom behaviors, and participating students were pre- and
posttested.
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ITEM NUMBER: 338 ifORT TITLE: Madike, 1980, Microteaching Study

RESEARCHER'S FINDINGA:..-

Students of those teachers who had received microteaching instruction achieved
significantly higher, and had significantly higher ratgos of classroom
participation, than the stUdents of either.the traditional, teacher-supervised
group or the no-preparation group.

There were no significant diff6rences between the achievement levels or
classroom participation rates of the,teacher-supervised and no-preparation
groups.

-RfSEARCHER'S CONCLUSIONS

"The microteaching teacher-preparation technique...ia a promising,
dependable...technique that teacher educators can effectively employ to enable
beginning teachers to translate their genuine intentions into actual student
achievement and participation in regular Classroom activities."

REVIEWER'S MDTES AND COMMENTS':

None.
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SCHOOL EFFECTIVENESS PROJECT, ITEM REPORT

ITEM NUMBBR: 339

REVIEWER: K. Cotton

LOCATIPN: NWREL Info. Center/Periodicals

DATE REVIEWED: June 1982

CITATION: Madike, F. U. Teacher classroom behaviors involved in
microteaching and student achievement: A regression study.
Journal of Educational Psychology, 1980, 72, 265-274.

DESCRIPTORS: Mathematics, Iktermediate Grades, Teacher Preparation.Programs

SHORT TITLE: Madike, 1980, Microteaching and Achievement

SKIMMED, REJECTED FOR PROJECT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS X

\ RELEVANT

PRIMARY SOURCi

IRRELEVANT X FOR PRESENT PURPOSE

SECONDARY SOURCE DISSEkTATrON ABSTRACT

RATING OF QUALITY OF STUDY project purpoSes):

(Weak) 1 2 3 4 5 (Strong.)

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF RATING:

SYNOPSIS:

This is a report of the same study reported in Item No. 338.
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ITEM MUMBER: 339 SHORT TITLE: Madike, 1980, Micr hing & AChievement

RESEARCHER'S FINDINGS:

RESEARCHER'S CONCLUSIONS

REVIEWER'S NOTES AND COMMENTH4
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ITEM NUMBER- 340 LOCATION: NWREL Info. Center/Periodicals

REVIEWER: K. Cotton DATE REVIEWED: June 1982

dilrATION: Bright, G. W.,tHarvey, J. G., & Wheeler, M. M. Achievement
grOuping with inthematics 6oncept and skill games. Journal of
Educational Research, 1980, 73, 265-269.

DESCRIPTORS: Intermediate Grades, Mathematics, Ability Grouping

SHORT TITLE: Bright, et al., 1980, Achievement Grouping for Math

_SKIMMED, REJECTED FOR PROJECT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS

RELEVANT X IRRELEVANT FOR PRESENT PURPOSE

PRIMARY SOURCE X SECONDARY touncE DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

RATING OP QUALITY OF STUDY (for project purposes):

(Weak) 1 2 DI 4 5 (Strong)

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF RATING:

This was a.1;e11 designed and conducted,short-term study. The researchers
rfrenced some limitations, but these were very minor.

SYNOPSIS:

This study examined the effects of homogenous and heterogeneous_achievement
grouping on mathematics learning through concept and skill games. Subjects

wre 164 sevnth graders, half of whom were assigned to study probability and
the other half of whom studied ordering of fractions. Half of each of these
groups wer assigned to small groups of three or four on the basis of pretests
administered to detrmin ability level./ The other half wre randomly placed
in their three- or four-person groups. Thes groups participated in learning
games for twenty minutes twice a week over a four-week period.
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ITEM NUMBER: 340 SHORT TITLE: Bright, et el., 1980, Achievement
Grouping for Math

RESEARCHER'S FINDINGS:

Posttest scores were significantly higher than pretestscores for each of the
four 9wpm-by-achievement-group1ng combination. There were no treatment
effects, nor were ther9 sex or,interaction effects.

RESEARCHER'S CONCLUSIONS

...the results of this study provide additional evidence that games can be
effective in promoting mathematics leaining...°

1
°When considered together, the sig icant learning observed in all groups and
tne lack of significant treatment ffects suggest that the ways students are
grouped to play...skil1 games ar e) not critical."

:

REVIEWER'S NOTES AND COMMENTS:

A copy of the article may be found in the backup file. 0
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SCHOOL EFFECTIVENESS PROJECT; IITEM #EPCoRT

ITEM NUMBER: 341
4

q REVIEWER: K. Cotton

LOCATION: PSU Library

DATE REVIEWED: June 1982

CITATION: Starr, R. J. Modern math plus computaional drills: AffeTve and
cognitive results. School Science and Mathematics, 1977, 7 ,

701-604.

DESCIIIPTORS: Mathematics, Intermediate Grades

,SHORT TITLE: Starr, 1977, Modern Math Plus Drills

SKIMMED, REJECTED FOR PROJECT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS

RELEVANT X IRRELEVANT FOR PRESENT PURPOSE

A)
PRIMARY SOdRCE X SECONDART SOURCE DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

RATING OF QUALITY OF STUDY (for project purposes):

(Weak) 1 [2] 3. 4 5 (Strong)

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF RATING:

No detail was provided on the instruction received by either the control or

the experimental students.

SYNOPSIS:
0

This study investigated the effects of including computational drill exercises
and teacher lectures in a modern mathematics progfam. Participants included
two classes of eighth grade students with low abilities in mathematics. Hall
of the 60 students received modern mathematics instruction in computation with
no _supplementary activities. The other half received such instructi'on,
together with drill worksheets and teacher lecture. Students took OK,- and
posttesti in math computation and completed attitude instruments before and
after the one-month treatment period. Complete data Were available on 54 of
the 60 students.

1
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ITEM NUMBER: 341 SHORT TITLE: Starr, 1977, Modern Math.Plqs Drills

RESEARCHER'S FINDINGS;

There were no achieveMent or.attitude differences between the two groups.
.t

RESEARCHER'S CONCLUSIONS '

".---:.-there was no evidence that the use of traditional compatational drills and
lecture increased student achievement to a significant degree as compared with
the achievements of students in 'modern' mathematics who were not exposed to
drill and lecture. There was no apparent relationship between drills and
student attitude toward mathematics."

REVIEWER'S NOTES AND COMMENTS:

A copy of the article may be found-in the backup file.
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ITEM NUMBER': 342

REVIEWER: K. Cotton

LOCATION: PSU Library

DATE REVIEWED: June 1982

CITATION: Cooney, T. J., Hirsta 114 J. J., & Davis, E. J. The effects of two
strategies for teaching two mathematical skills. Journal for .

Research in Mathematics Education, 1981, 12, 220-225.

DESCRIPTORS: Mathematics, Intermediate Grades

SHORT TITLE: Cooney, et al., 1981, Two Strategies/Two Skills

ICI.MMED, REJECTED FOR PROJECT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS

RELEVANT *X. IRRELEVANT FOR PRESENT PURPOSE

PRIMARy SOURCE X SECONDARY SOURCE DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

RATING OF QUALITY OF STUDY (for project purposes):

(Weak) 1 2 [3] 4 5 (Strong)

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF RATING:

41

This Short-term study was well carried out and corroborates the findings of .
previous researchers concerning the order of presentation of material in ,

mathematics, instruction.

SYNOPSIS:

This study investigated the relative efficacy of two strategies for teaching
mathematics skills. Two classes of sixth graars, with 25 students in each
class, were pretested on performing basic calculations, demonstrating an
.understanding of the process of multiplication, and using variables. Ten
matched pairs of students were selected from the two classes based on pretest
scores, IQ measures (110-125), and teacher recommendations regardiag student
abiIitY and motiyation. Two multiplication skills were taught to the two
classes. In one class a "practice-understanding" strategy was used for the
first of the two skills, with an "understanding-practice" strategy employed
fOr teaching the second skill. This procedure was reversed in the other
class. The basic difference between the treatments was the order in which
concept understanding and skill applicatiodwere introduced. Students were
posttested at the end of the four-day instruction period for each skill, and
were given retention tests a month after receiving instruction in each skill.

9
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ITEM'NUMBER: 342 . SHORT.TITW Cooney, et al., 1981, Two Strategies/
'- Two Skills

RESEARCHER'S FINDINGS:

"Both treatments were succesful in teaching both skills. The (Sider of
presentations of moves was not a significant factor affecting stUdent
achievement"

RESEARCHER'S CONCLUSIONS".

"The results do not permit strong conclusions..."

"One observation is not reflected in the data but was noted by the two
instructors during the treatments. ClasSes receiving the
[understanding-practice] treatment were mOte difficult to control'than those
receiving thd (practice-understanding] treatment. Apparently sixth graders
are more easily distraCted when the justification cite ,procedure'iSpresented
without an opportunity to practice,it."

REVIEWER'S NOTES AND COMMENTS:

A, copy of the article may be iound in the backup file.,
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ITEM NUMBER: 343 LOCATION': PSU Library

REVIEWER: K. Cotton DATE REVIEWED: June 1982

CITATION: Saunders-Harris, R., & Yeany, R. H. Diagnosis, -rIkediation, and
locus of control: Effects on.immediate arid retained achievement
and attitudes. Journalof Experimental Education, 1981, 49,
220-224.

DESCRIPTORS: Science, Intermediate Grades, Mastery Learning

SHORT TITLE: Saunders-Harris & Yeany, 1981, 7th Grade Science Study II

SKIMMED, REJECTED FOR PROJECT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS X

RELEVANT IRRELEVANT X FOR PRESENT PURPOSE

PRIMARY SOURCE SECONDARY SOURCE DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

RATING OF QUALITY OF STUDY (for project purposes):

(Weak) 1 2 3 4 5 (Strong)

BRIEF DISCUSSION,OF RATING:

SYNOPSIS:

This is the same study as that reported in Item No. 332.

The, backup file contains a copy of the JEE article.

e
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ITEM NUMBER: 343 SHORT TITLE: .Saunders-Harris & Yeany, 1981, 7th Grade
Science Study II

RESEARCHER'S TINDINGS:

RESEARCHER'S CONCLUSIONS

REVIEWER'S NOTES AND COMMENTS:



SCHOOL EFFECTIVEPESS PROJECT, ITEM REPORT

ITEM NUMBER: 344 LOCATION: PSU Library

REVIEWER: K. Cotton DATE REVIEWED: June 1982

CITATION: Wollman, W. T., & Lawson, A. E. The influence of instruction on
proportional reasoning in seventh graders. Journal of Research in
Science Teaching, 1978, 15, 227-232.

DESCRIPTORS: Science, Intermediate Grades

SHORT TITLE: Wollman & Lawson, 1978J Proportional Reasoning Study

SKIMMED, REJECTED FOR PROJECT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS

RELEVANT X IRRELEVANT FOR PRESENT PURPOSE

PRIMARY SOURCE 'X SECONDARY SOURCE DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

RATING OF QUALITY OF STUDY (for project purposes):

(Weaki 1 2 [3] 4 5 , (Strong)

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF RATING:

This short-term; small-scale study Was well designed and carried out. Full
detail on instructional approaches, results and analysis are provided.

SYNOPSISI-

This study compared the effects of an active, hands,-on approach with those
produced by a verbal,-textbook-oriented approach, on the development of
proportional reasoning skill among-seventh grade students. The subjects were
28 students enrolled in two different classes. Students were pretested and
then placed in one of two instructional groups. In the 'active group, each
subject met with an experimenter for four 30-40 minute training sessions,
during which they worked with manipulative materials in order to learn
concepts of shape, volume and relationship. Subjects in the "verbal" group
were individually tutored in four 30-40 minute sessions from a standard
textbook, and then completed a series of applications exercises. Following
the treatments, all students were posttested; and retenticorArtests were
administered one month later.
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ITEM NUMBER: 344 SHORT TITLE:. Wollman 6 Lawson, 1978, Proportional
ReasOning Study

RESEARCHER'S FINDINGS:

Students instructed in the °active" mode had significantly higher achievement
scores on both the immediate posttest 'and on the delayed retention test than
those instructed in the "verbal" mode.

RESEARCHER'S CONCLUSIONS

"...individualized procedures based on the use of physical materials are more
effective than verbal textbook procedures in teaching students to solve
problems involving the formal acheme of proportionality. The finding that
this superiority remained on the delayed posttqat indicates that the effects
were lasting."

REVIEWER'S NOTES AND COMMENTS:

See the backup file for a copy of the article.

6
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ITEM NUMBER: 345 LOCATION: PSU Library

REV/EWER: K. Cotton DiATE REVIEWED: 'June 1982

CITATION: McMillan,'J. H., 6 May, M. J. A study of factors influencing
attitudes Coward science of junior high school itudents. Journal
of Research in Science Teaching, 1979, 16, 217-222.

DESCRIPTORS: Mathematics, Intermediate Grades, Student Attitudes

SHORT TITLE: McMillan 6 May, 1979, Stu-dent Attitudes Toward Science

SKIMMED, REJECTED FOR PROJECT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS

RELEVANT X IRRELEVANT FOR PRESENT PURPOSE

(

'PRIMARY SOURCE, X SECONDARY SOURCE DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

RATING OF QUALITY OF STUDY (for project purposes):
8

(Weak) 1 [2] 3 4 5 (Strong)

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF RATING:

This is an attitude survey rather than a comparativte study, but it does offer
evidence for instructional and affective Approaches which can enhance student
attitudes toward science.

SYNOPSI$:

This study sought to determine what factors affect the attitudes of students

toward science and science instruction. Fifty-three students in grades six,

seven and eight, were selected from a Denver junior high school. Subjects

were from middle- and low-SES families; about three-quarters were Anglo

American and one-quarter were Mexican American. Subjects were individually
interviewed, with interviewers recording their responses to eight questions
regarding their attitudes about science content and science classes.
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ITEM NUMBER: 345

RESEARCHER'S FINDINGS:

SHORT TITLE: McMillan & May, 1979, Student Attitudes.
"Toward Science

Most students: (1) liked experiments, investigaticinp, dissecting and Other
handson activities best; (2) liked writing assignments and'tests least; (3).

said their parents had no influence on whether they liked science; (4) said .

that the Most important influences on whether they liked science were the
teacher and the class activities.

In some cases males and females responded differently, e:g., males faVored
teachers who helped, explained clearly, conducted interesting science class
activities, etc.; while females responded most favorably to teachers who wete
"nice," "liked kids." etc.

RESEARCHER'S CO 41111.IONS

"The results 'AIL this investigation suggest the need for the teacher to
. develop positive relations with students, to stress claderoom activities which
involve active learning and student participation, and to engage students in
the subject, so that meaningful effort and investment is assured."

REVIEWER'S NOTES AND COMMENTS:

A copy of the article may be found in the backup file.
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ITEM NUMBER: 346

REVIEWER: K. Cotton

LOCATION: PSU Library

DATE REVIEWED: June 1982

CITATION: Cohen, M. P.., 6 Walsh, M., Sr. The effects of individualized
inatruction,on learning and retention of a geometry unit in junior
high school. International Journal cf Mathematical EducatiOn in
Science and Technology, 1980, 11, 41-44.

DESCRIPTORS: Mathematics, Intermediate Grades., Individualized Instruction

SHORT TITLE: Cohen & Walsh, 1980, Individualized Geometry

SKIMMED, REJECTED MIR PROJECT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS

RELEVANT X

PRIMARY SOURCE X

IRRELEVANT FOR PRESENT PURPOSE

SECONDARY SOURCE DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

RATING OF QUALITY OF STUDY (for project purposes):

(Weak) 1 2 3 [4] 5 (Strong)

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF RATING:

This was a very well-done study and a well-detailed study report.

SYNOPSIS:

This study compared the effects of individualized instruction with those
resulting from traditional instruction in promoting achievement and retention
of concepts in geometry. Subjects were 119 seventh and eighth grade Students,
half of whom were randomly assigned to the individualized instructional
treatment and the other half to the traditional treatment. The individualized
group used the SRA Computapes, consisting of 20 taped lessons in geometry
concepts and skills. Each tape was accompanied by worksheets containing
illustrations and sample problems. In the traditional group, students were
given oral and written drills and assignments from a standard geometry
textbook. Students were pretested initially, then participated in instruction
for 45 minutes per day over a six-week period. A 53-ktem achievement posttest
,was administered, and students took a retention test three weeks later.
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ITEM NUMBER: 346 SHORT TITLE; Cohen 4 Walsh, 1980, Individualized Geometry

RESEARCHER'S FINDINGS:

No statistically'significant differences were found between the two groups on
either the achievement posttest or the retention testa. here were no
significant Interaction effects with initial student ab ity level.

RESEARCHER'S CONCLUSIONS

°The results of the study do not indicate a significant effect on learning or
retention due to the mode of instruction. However, examination of the tables.
reveals a slight trend favoring the individualized group:"

REVIEWER'S NOTES AND COMMENTS:

A copy of the article may be found in the backup file.
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ITEM NUMBER: 347 LOCATION: NWREL

REVIEWER: K. Cotton

enteriERIC

DATE REVIEWED: June 1982

CITATION: Downes, J. P., et al., 76 questions: A synthesis of the Fesearch
on teaching and learning mathematics. Atlanta, GA: Georgia State
Department of Education, Office of Instructtonal Services, 1978.
(ERIC/EDRS No. ED 162 896)

DESCRIPTORS: Mathematics

SHORT TITLE: Downes, et al., 1976, 76 Questions

'SKIMMED, REJECTED FOR PROJECT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS

RELEVANT X IRREL T FDR PRESENT PURPOSE

PRIMARY SOURCE

RATING OF QUALITY OF STUDY (for project purpo.hs):

,
(Weak) 1 2 3 [41 5 (Strong)

SECONDARY SOURCE DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF RATING:

This DIA very good review, with considerable detail On methodS, studies
reviewed and specific mathematigs skills and their acqadsition.

. SYNOPSIS:

This report is a summary of research findings compiled in order to respond to
questions most fiequently'asked by teachers and administratora about
mathematics teaching and learning. A concise sumMary Of major studies and
reviews is presented within the six general categories of planning for
inetruction, instructional procedures, differentiating instruction, methods of
instruction, problem solving and evaluation.

Itk
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ITEM NUMBER: 347 SHORT TITLE: Downes et al., 1978, 76 Questions

RESEARCHER'S FINDINGS:

The following highlights are selected from the many research findings cited:

Teacher behaviors found to enhance student motivation and attitudes
include being aware of students' needs, interests'and abilities; varying
teaching strategies; creating a challenging classroom environment; having
competencies in the area of mathematics; and being able to deal
efficiently with disruptions.

No one organizational,paEtern is superior to others. The teacher's ease
in and commitment to a given organizational structure,are tore impoitant.

Regularly assigned homework is an important factor in achievement.

The use of manipulative materials in the early grades is-supported bY
research. Opinions and feelings are strong on the subject of in-clasq

. cayulator use, but research is not conclusive as to effects.,

Research supports,increasing the time devoted to mental cOmpUtation and
estimation in math classes. Heuristic problem solving should be taught..

/.
.(Many Specific math skills and teaching Methods forIthem are cited.)

RESEARCHER'S CONCLUSIONS

None drawn. The report ends with a seriqg of recommendaticia for topics
judged to be "essIptial or desirable criterion-referenced test objectives for

' secondary mathematics programs."

<0°2'

REVIEWER'S NOTES AND COMMENTS:

The baaup file contains a copy of the article.
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ITEM NUMBER: 348 LOCATION: PS6 Library

REVIEWER: K. Cotton DATE REVIEWED: June 1982

CITATION: O'Sullivan, P. S., Piper,'M.'K., & Carbonari, J. P. A model for-s---\

the effdct of an inservice program on junior high school science
achievement. Journal of Research in Science Teaching, 1981, 18,
199-207.

DESCRIPTORS: Science, Intermediate Grades, Inservice.Teacher Education

SHORT TITLE: O'Sullivan, et al., 1981, Science Teacher Inservice.

SKIMMED, REJECTED FOR PROJECT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS

RELEVANT X -IRRELEVANT FOR PRESENT PURPOSE

PRIMARY SOURCE X SECONDARy SOURCE DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

RATING OF QUALITY OF STUDY (for project purposes):
\ ,

(Weak) 1 2 Pl 4 5 (Strong)

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF RATING:

This study was well,done and convincingly demonstrates the efficacy of even
minimal amounts of inservice education of the kind presented.

SYNOPSIS:.

This.study investigated the effects of a teacher: inservice prOgram on the
achievement of the students of those teachers who participated. Thirty-five
_junior high school science teachers, 15 experimental and 20 control,
participated in the study. .Experimental teacherS participated in a one-day
inservice program which stressed selected instructional strategies invOlving
the use of science laboratories. The program was designed both to improve the
teachers' skills in using laboratory-instructional strategies and to improve
their attitUdes toward using,laboratory strategies. Following the inserVice
program, experimental and control teaChers conducted scienceinatruction over
a six-month period. Records of classroom activities were kept to determine
the degree to which program strategies were implemented. Pre-_and posttest,
data were available for 2,590 of the students taught byfexperimen al and

7tcontrOl teachers.
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ITEM NUMBER: 348 ,SHORT TITLE: O'Sullivan, et al., 1981, Science Teacher
Inservice

RESEARCHER'S FINDINGS:

Achievement levels A students taught by experimental group teachers was
higher than that of the students of control teachers, though differenCes were
not statistically significant.

106

RESEARCHER'S CONCLUSIONS

"...this study demonstrates that insecvices that'are specifically designed to
emphasize instruCtional'strategies aPprOpriate to the science laboratory can
help to meet the needs.of jiinior high school science teachers who do not feel
adequately prepared to teach these students."

REVIEWER'S NOTES AND COMMENTS:
A

A copy of the article may be found in the backup file.
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ITEM NUMBER. 349 LOCATION: NWREL Info. Center/Periodicals

REVIEWER: K. Cotton DATE REVIEWED: July 1982

CITATION: Horak, V. M. A meta-analysis of research findings on
individualized instruction in mathematics. Journal of Educational
Research, 1981, 74, 249-253.

DESCRIPTORS: Maihematics, Elementary Secondary Education, Individualiz6d
Instruction

SHORT TITLE: Horak, 1981, Mathematics Meta-Analysts

SKIMMED, REJECTED FOR PROJECT PU ISES, NO ANALYSIS

RELEVANT X IRRELEVANT POR P PURPOSE

PRIMARY SOURCE X SECONDARY SOURCE DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

RATING OF QUALITY OF STUDY (for prOject purposea):

(Weak) 1 2 3 (4)

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF RATING:

\ This is a well done analysis of a large body of research.

SYNOPSIS:

'5 (Strong)

This investigation was undertaken to determine the effects of individualized
instruction on the mathematics achievement of elementary and secondary
students. The modern met is technique was employed, owing to the
capability of this tec t the degree to which a treatment affects
outcomes. Using the d ered a previous researcher on the efficacy of

a self-paced, modularize approach to individualfzed instruction, the present
researcher applied to meta-analysis methods to compare the outcomes of this
approach with thohe produced by more-traditional mathematics instrution. A

total of 129 comparisons, and the effect size obtained for'each, comprised the
support for the conclusions reached.
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ITEM NUMBER: 349

RESEARCHER'S FINDINGS:

SHORT TITLE: Horak, 1981, Mathematics Meta-Analysis

First, the author reviewed the findings of the oj.q4nal reviewer (Schoen,
, 1976, 1977), which indicated no significant, ov rall differences favoring
individualized mathematics instruction.

The author'd'own findings, arriVed,at throu the meta-analysis method,
"indicate that .individuAlized approaches o fer positive'results in many
instances." Results showed that these' p °grams better meet students needi';
that individualized modules are especially ective for grades 7-9, whether
standardized tests*or teacher-developed measur Axe used; and that studies
with both long and short treatment periods revealed results favoring
'individualized instruction.

.417.

%RESEARCHER'S CONCLUSIONS-
#

ConclusiOns'are essentially the same as findings, as both are sknthesized from
a large.number of studies.

The author concludes, further, that this analysis lends support to the utility
of the meta-analysis method, with its more rigorous statistical methods and
its sensitivity to effect size.

REVIEWER'S NOTES AND COMMENTS:

None.
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nem NUMBER: 350 LOCATION: NWREL Info. Center/Periodicals

REVIEWER: K. Cotton DATE REVIEWED: July 1982

CITATION: Gershman, J., A Sakamoto, E. Computerized instruction for
intermediate mathematics. Orbit, 1980, 11 (5), 10-12.

DESCRIPTORS: Intermediate Grades, Mathematics, Comjuter-Assisted Instruction

SHORT TITLE: Gershman 4 Sakamota, 1980, Intermediate CAI

SKIMMED, REjECTED FOR'PROJECT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS

RELEVANT X IRRELEVANT FOR PRESENT PURPOSE

PRIMARY SOURCE X SECONDARY SOURCE DISSERTATION ABSTRACT
3

RATING OF QUALITY OF STUDY (for project purposes):

(Weak) 1 2 [3] 4 5 (Strong)

BR/EF DISCUSSION OF RATING:

#

This is a detailed And informative description/evaluation.

SYNOPSIS:

This is a description and evaluation report of the Computer-Assisted
Remediation and Evaluation (CARE) Project in East York and Toronto, Ontario.
Major project objectives were to creati and evaluate computer-assisted
instruction sequences for graaes 7-10 and to produce and validate test items
for us in other settings. Pilot tests of the CARE program were conducted at
17 schools and.involved more than 2,000 students. Experimental and comparison
students were pretested in September, after which the latter received
traditional intermediate-level math instruction, and CARE students engaged in
CAI coursework featuring lessons, tests and a branching strategy (whereby the
computer takes a student from one part of the course fo another, depending on
performance). The CABE approach provides random problem generation, instant
answer analysis and feedback, and detailed student progress reports. Much of
the application work is offered in the form of math games. Students were
posttested in January and CARE participants completed an attitude survey.
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ITEM NUMBER: 350 SHORT TITLE: Gershman & Sakamoto, 1980, Intermediate CAI

RESEARCHER'S FLNDINGS:

CARE students improved significantly from pretest to posttest, but also
improved significantly more than nonCARE students.

Both CARE students and their teachers gave very positive responses on the
attitude-measures administered.

RESEARCHER'S CONCLUSIONS

None drawn.

REVIEWER'S NOTES AND COMMENTS:

None.
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ITEM NUMBER: 351 LOCATION: Project Files

REVIEWER: K. Cotton DATE REVIEWED:, July 1982

CITATION: Driscoll, M. Research within reach: Elementary school
mathematics. St. Louis, MO: Research and Development
Interpretation Service, dEMBEL, Inc., 1980.

DESCRIPTORS: Intermediate Grades, Mathematics

SHORT TITLE: Driscoll, 1980, Research Within Reach-Math

SKIMMED, REJECTED FOR PROJECT PURPOSES, NO ANALYSIS

RELEVANT IRRELEVANT FOR PRESENT PURPOSE

PRIMARY SOURCE SECONDARY SOURCE' X DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

RATING OF QUALITY OF STUDY (fOr project purposes):

(Weak) 1

BRIEF DISCUSSIOW.OF

2 3 4 (51 (Strong)

This is an extensive, detailed,clear and practical synthesis of findings, on
effective instructional.practicsAn elementary mathematics.

SYNOPSIS:

This is a series of 21 bulletins which provide answers to questions frequently
asked by teachers concerning mathematics instruction in the elementary
grades. Staff of the Research and Development Interpretation Service
developed the questions from a survey of K-6 mathematics teachers, then
initiated a process of information eardhe retrieval, analysis and synthesis
in order to provide research-based answers which would be useful to classroom
practitioners. Each set of findings, as expressed in the bulletins, was
revfewed and revised based on input from a panel of prominent researchers and
other xperts in the field of mathemaiics education.

The information presented in the next sections of this abstract have to do
'with mathematics'instruction at the intermediate level,
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ITEM NUMBER: 351 SHORT TITLE: Driscoll, 1980, Research Within Readh-Math

RESEARCHER'S FINDINGS:

\
Manipulative materials can help develop conceptual understanding and the
transfer of understanding to new areas; they also engage and motivate
children. Use of manipulatives needs to include introduction of more symbolic
approaches to problem solving.

Effective instruction in measurement involves provision of a wide variety of
measurement experiences, including those which involve fractions of length,
time, etc. Use of everyday situations and down-to-earth language is advocated.

Researdh on diagnosis indicates that the following are effectivee using
multiple measures, including observation and interview; and maintaining a
supportive and accepting stance during diagnosis.

Remedial instruction should involve new material and approaches; it should not
merely.repeat the original Instruction. Children should be encouraged to
estimate answers. Use of calculators is an asset in both regular and remedial
instruction.

Mastery learning is very effective in teaching/acquiring mathematics skills.

Daily drill in combination with the introduction of new material, fosters
retention of material learned.

' 4
No one organizational or grouping pattern is intrinsically superior.to
others. Teaching strategies, teacher prbference and children's needs shoUld
govern the choice of structure.

At least some degree of individualization is advocated for the mathematics
.

program to be maximally effective.

Algorithemic techniques are helpful and research indicates that virtually all
children can learn them.

RESEARCHER'S CONcLUSIONS

Conclusions are essentially thesame as findings in this report. An
overriding conclusion drawn is that the approach of the teacher is the single
most important factor in producing mathematics competency among elementary
students.

REVIEWER'S NOTES AND COMMENTS:

The bulletins are in the backup file. Extensive referenceware included,
along with information on specific instructional practices shown to be
effective.


